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Security of Supply:

The Determinants of State Intervention in Emerging Technology Sectors
Vinod K. Aggarwal, BASC Director, and Andrew W. Reddie, BASC Postdoctoral Fellow

Scholars and policymakers have been increasingly concerned about technological competition between China and the United States over
the past decade— made worse in recent months
amid broader disagreements on global trade and
the handling of the Covid-19 outbreak. Yet understanding what constitutes a “strategic” industry is
critically important. Our August 2020 article in
AsiaGlobal outlines the variables that shape government decisions to intervene via trade policy
and investment rules. Below is an abridged version
of its conclusion.
Graphics Credit: Openclipart
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s laissez-faire a lie? Whether in good or bad economic times, governments have consistently intervened to bolster what are perceived to be strategic
industries. Both analysts and policymakers must seek to
understand better the conditions under which governments intervene in the name of “security of supply” and
label an industry as strategically important. Particularly
in the security context of US-China technological competition, there is a danger that firms will lobby governments to simply seek handouts in the name of “security”. Intervention can come about as a result of lobbying
by firms, while in other cases it has been driven by a topdown, government-led effort.
Our paper presents a conceptual framework to examine the factors that drive state intervention in dual-use
technology industries (see the figure below). From our
perspective, much of the existing literature emphasizes
technological determinism that fails to examine the political economy imperatives associated with government
intervention— from state-firm relations to bureaucratic
politics. Although we argue that an industry’s technological characteristics are worthy of examination, it is also
important to understand an industry’s market structure,
a country’s domestic structure, existing international
regimes and the structure of the international system.
Each of these elements, both by themselves and taken

together, influence state intervention in high-technology industries.
How might this framework shed light on current US-China security competition? By focusing on nuclear technology and cybersecurity, we found that governments
have been key actors in the research, development and
deployment of both, and intervention tools used by each
state vary. We submit that this activist approach to markets and industries viewed as “strategic” should move to
other dual-use technologies. Moreover, there are significant differences in how states engage with their domestic markets— whether centralizing strategic objectives
and direct investment behind the border or manipulating import and export markets through trade policy at
the border.
Regarding nuclear technology, US policy has been reactionary, protectionist and fueled by proliferation concerns. By contrast, China’s actions have been proactive
in linking strategic military and economic interests. One
example of this difference lies in US-China economic
relations pertaining to nuclear technology transfer. As
noted, the US has imposed several export controls on relations between its private firms and Chinese businesses
which seek to leverage Western nuclear technologies.

The Determinants of State Intervention: Five Factors
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For example, the US recently blocked its firms from
dealing with China’s General Nuclear Power Corp— a
move which China described as a “misuse” of nuclear
export-control standards.1 In a similar move, the US
drafted laws meant to prevent Beijing from leveraging
peaceful nuclear technologies for military applications— drawing accusations from China of unfair and
inappropriate national security linkages in economic
arrangements.2 These examples illustrate the fraught
nature of strategic linkages in economic agreements,3
with dual-use nuclear technology being a target for
such arrangements.
Through the CFIUS, the US also placed import controls on nuclear-technology transfers, affecting foreign
investment.4 US officials have supported these types of
controls on economic exchanges, with State Department representatives stating that Beijing “continues to
seek advantage over foreign partners with little regard
for bilateral agreements or other nations’ laws”.5
Import controls have effectively hamstrung US nuclear
development and has left market space for China and
Russia to continue their nuclear “export-race” dominance, an issue which the Trump administration has
been working to address.6 Some American analysts
claim that permitting continued Chinese growth in this
domain would introduce a welcome check on Russia’s
current dominance.7 The broader global reaction, however, remains strongly concerned with China’s spotty
record on export controls, as exemplified by its nuclear transfer relationships with Pakistan, Iran and other
regions of geopolitical interest. US import controls and
China’s continued nuclear export growth are symbiotic,
it is important to note.
IT markets feature similar dynamics, with Washington
employing a lighter touch for regulation, procurement
rules and export controls both at and behind the border.
While Beijing has strict rules regarding joint ventures in
return for market access, close state-firm relations and,
arguably, a state apparatus to support technology transfer, the US has generally allowed its companies to operate transnationally, allowing foreign firms to partner
with domestic industry unfettered by stringent regulation. That is not to say that Washington does not intervene, just that it does so with a lighter footprint through
procurement rules, comparatively small investments
and human capital development programs.
Berkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021

Under both the Obama and Trump administrations,
Washington’s position has shifted amid concerns that
the access that Huawei, ZTE and Kaspersky Labs access
have to the US cybersecurity market represents risks
both to private firms and government agencies. These
concerns have led the US government to alter its procurement rules and re-evaluate export-control and foreign-investment review processes. The question of how
the US government should interact with private firms
remains unresolved, given the strong ideological laissez-faire consensus.8
The Chinese government is comparatively more interventionist in support of both its civilian nuclear and
IT sectors. Beijing has used a variety of measures including trade policy, direct investment and technology
transfer to bolster its domestic industries. Technical,
market and domestic characteristics often ignored by
both economists and scholars of international relations
appear to shape China’s trade and investment policies.
Whether this argument holds across other technologies and countries is an open question. In future work,
we intend to examine traditional dual-use technologies
such as chemicals and biotechnology, as well as cutting-edge innovations including 5G, quantum computing and artificial intelligence. Future research may also
seek to quantify the five factors in question to understand the broader implications of technology on strategic competition.
This argument demonstrates that market-oriented efficiency is inadequate to explain the variety of relationships between the government and private sector and
the broader impact of these relationships for civilian
and military applications of dual-use technologies.
Looking to the future, we might consider some key
questions facing policymakers in the US, Europe and
East Asia: Specifically, how might a shift in the future of
high-technology products change as China becomes a
net producer of intellectual property with dual-use applications? In light of our analysis, we argue that trade
and investment policies in China and the US are likely
to shift significantly.
Trade and investment measures designed to protect
strategic industries and maintain a security of supply
3
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“Although we argue that an industry’s technological characteristics are worthy of examination, it is also important to understand an industry’s market structure, a country’s domestic
structure, existing international regimes and the structure
of the international system... What is clear is that economic
orthodoxy, focusing on increasing efficiency and decreasing
friction in the global marketplace, has failed to consider the
requirements of governments around the world to balance
systemic, market and technological imperatives.”
are emblematic of the need to shift our analysis of the
global economy. Hitherto, economic analysts have focused on efficiency gains and the reduction of transaction costs rather than considering the political and
strategic aspects of trade and capital flows. We expect
several governments— potentially pushed by the current crisis — to continue to use economic levers to compete in high- and low-technology sectors.

they are unable to secure similar levels of government
support.

Recent legal and political developments in Hong Kong
have highlighted the concerns that foreign firms engaged in high-technology R&D and finance have as they
face questions surrounding their ability to conduct business in the Chinese special administrative region and
consider whether to relocate or limit operations. How
For net exporters of intellectual property such as the Hong Kong and conditions throughout the region alUnited States and countries in Europe, there may be a ter the East Asian and global economies in the wake of
significant rise in alternative and potentially cheaper Covid-19 remains to be seen.
sources of advanced technologies. These developments
may necessitate further foreign capital to service gov- Current developments yield many questions and few
ernment debt as deficits increase. It remains unclear answers. What is clear is that economic orthodoxy, fowhat this will look like, but several scholars have point- cusing on increasing efficiency and decreasing friction
ed to concerns that these shifts will dramatically alter in the global marketplace, has failed to consider the rethe global economy for firms and governments.
quirements of governments around the world to balance
systemic, market and technological imperatives.
One consequence may be the marrying of trade and
investment policy with diplomacy, as Beijing has done.
For example, China links development aid with trade For the full article and its analysis, see AsiaGlobal Papers,
in a manner that the United States and Europe have No. 3, August 2020: https://www.asiaglobalinstitute.hku.hk/
eschewed over the past three decades. Put differently, researchpaper/security-supply-determinants-state-intervenWestern firms compete to provide goods and services tion-emerging-technology-sectors
to the market. By contrast, though Chinese firms compete to provide goods and services, they also furnish
ancillary benefits— whether financing, development
aid, diplomatic ties or military assistance— both to the
customer and to the country in which it is located. This
affects North American and European firms that face
growing competitive pressures in terms of market access
and more complicated and vulnerable supply chains as
Berkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
Dear Colleague,
Thank you for your continued interest in the Berkeley APEC Study Center (BASC). Through your readership, we are
excited to continue being part of an interdisciplinary conversation regarding the dynamics of the increasingly critical
Asia-Pacific region. As is hopefully clear from our opening piece, we believe that analyzing contemporary strategic
rivalries requires a broad conceptualization of the links between the global economy and international security,
especially in light of unresolved trade tensions and recovery from the global pandemic.
The articles in this newsletter reflect the work that BASC has been doing on these fronts over the course of the last
year. To begin, we are pleased to present two adapted versions of published articles that are a part of our “Great Power
in the 21st Century Project”. In the first, Mark Cohen of Berkeley Law and BASC Project Director Philip Rogers discuss
how the connection between intellectual property and supply chains afford licensing opportunities to supply chain
managers looking to respond to challenges brought on by trade tensions between the United States and China. In
the second, I join BASC Project Director Tim Marple in outlining the implications of digital currencies for national
security and economic statecraft.
We are also excited to present a series of research analyses that examine the range of strategic, economic, and social
concerns that BASC looks to address. Alex Kaplan offers commentary on the implications for China’s Belt and Road
Initiative on global leadership in the years ahead, while Project Director Yuhan Zhang assesses China’s gains from
the recent signing of RCEP and their impact on the US-China relationship. Zeroing in on technological competition,
Vincent Shan weighs the relative strengths and weaknesses of US and Chinese policy orientations toward innovation
while Gavin Zhao contextualizes the substantive and strategic motivations for a US ban on WeChat. Finally, Ian Wong
and Michelle Lee move beyond the competition between China and the United States to discuss the articulation of
Hong Kong’s political identity through business interactions and the opportunity that Prime Minister Suga has to
deepen structural reform in Japan as it rebounds from the global pandemic.
Hopefully this newsletter will help enhance your understanding of the linkages between politics, economics, and
business in the Asia-Pacific region. BASC is especially grateful for the generous support from the Institute of East
Asian Studies, the Center for Chinese Studies, the Center for Korean Studies, the Clausen Center, the Institute of
South Asia Studies and Center for Long-Term Cybersecurity at UC Berkeley for our cooperative projects. We are also
deeply grateful for the sustained support of the UC National Laboratory Fees Research Program in our collaboration
with the UC Institute on Global Conflict and Cooperation, as well as the Taipei Cultural and Economic Office in San
Francisco. We are also deeply grateful for the sustained support of the Ron and Stacey Gutfleish Foundation, the
Notre Dame Pietas Foundation, Christopher Martin, and our ever-expanding group of former BASC alums.
Through our supporters, collaborators, and colleagues like you, BASC has the privilege of advancing the discussion
on a range of critical economic and security issues in increasingly unprecedented times. We wish you all the utmost
safety and health in these challenging times and look forward to continuing our dialogue for years to come.
Vinod K. Aggarwal
Director, Berkeley APEC Study Center
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BASC Projects:

Great Power Competition in the 21st Century

Graphics Credit: Openclipart

Through a grant from the UC Laboratory Fees Research Program, BASC is proud to participate in research for the project
“Great Power in the 21st Century: The Struggle for Technological, Economic, and Strategic Supremacy.” Research for
that project has resulted in multiple publications. Papers presented at conferences organized by BASC in October 2019
became the foundation for a 2021 special edition of the World
Trade Review titled “Economic Statecraft and Global Trade
in the 21st Century,” and BASC projects continue to serve
as the foundation for policy-oriented analysis in outlets like
Global Asia. The articles below are adaptions from such publications. In the first, Mark Cohen (UC Berkeley Law) and
BASC Project Director Philip Rogers explain how intellectual property licensing affords opportunities to manage supply
chain linkages between the United States and China in the
current geopolitical environment. In the second, BASC Director Vinod K. Aggarwal and BASC Project Director Tim
Marple write that new economic instruments arising from
digital currencies are increasingly important flashpoints for
global competition, with evidence of growing “digital currency wars” among great and middle powers.

WHEN SINO-AMERICAN STRUGGLE DISRUPTS THE SUPPLY CHAIN:
LICENSING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN A CHANGING TRADE ENVIRONMENT

W

By Mark Cohen, UC Berkeley Law, and Philip Rogers, BASC Project Director

hile the on-going trade war has understandably
been a flashpoint for Sino-American relations,
the politics of that economic struggle extend
beyond tariffs and trade deficits. Through legislative
changes, tariff wars and executive actions, the Trump
Administration has injected a new urgency into international technology and supply chain management.
On August 13, 2018, President Trump signed into law
the Export Control Reform Act (“ECRA”) and the Foreign Investment Risk Reduction and Modernization
Act (“FIRRMA”), as part of the John S. McCain National
Defense Authorization Act of Fiscal Year 2019 (“the 2019
NDAA”). The 2019 NDAA was passed by overwhelming
majorities of both parties in Congress and suggests that
a bi-partisan “new normal” has emerged in US-China
Berkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021

trade relations.1 Both ECRA and FIRRMA have the potential to greatly extend the scope and impact of controls over US technologies for export as well as foreign
technology investment in the United States. The passage
of FIRRMA and ECRA have also been accompanied by
a number of regulatory and enforcement actions, such
as limiting technology exports to foreign nationals that
may be working in the United States,2 the placement of
companies such as Huawei on the US “Entity List” to
restrict acquisitions of US technology, and restrictions
on foreign investment such as Broadcom’s proposed acquisition of Qualcomm or Chinese divestment in the US
gay dating site Grindr.
Through ECRA on the one hand and FIRRMA on the
6
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other, the 2019 NDAA has intensified scrutiny on global technology flows, with China as the clear (and often
explicitly referenced) rival. In particular, the Bureau of
Industry and Security (“BIS”) at the US Department of
Commerce has sought to expand export controls over
“emerging technologies” with potential dual use applications. Such developments have notably coincided
with the imposition of tariffs on a wide range of goods
from China. Critically, the geopolitical competition between China and the United States has put high-tech
manufacturing in the spotlight alongside traditional
manufacturing capabilities in a manner that is forcing
importers to consider adjusting their supply chains to
maintain customer relationships and profitability.
But while the possibility of shifting production bases
away from China in the wake of the trade war and vulnerabilities exposed during the global pandemic have
received considerable attention, the precise implications of US technology protection and tariffs for this
process will bridge the gap between policy and process
as commercial actors look to navigate an increasingly
techno-nationalist environment and trade frictions between the world’s two largest economies. Rather than
investigate decoupling or engagement in an absolute
sense, an alternative focus is how supply chain restructuring may unfold with inclinations toward strategic
diversification and risk mitigation. In this context, the
licensing of intellectual property (“IP”) affords companies a number of opportunities for pragmatically
addressing the supply chain disruptions underway.
While intellectual property concerns were a motivating

factor behind the policy changes rattling global supply
chains, they likewise offer stabilizing solutions for supply chain management.
As a practical matter, wholesale decoupling may be easier said than done. While trade statistics are more of a
broad-brush tool than a scalpel when it comes to investigating supply chains, they can still provide a sense of
how key items are flowing across borders and whether
pulls toward China remain. For instance, consider the
data on trade in major Standard International Trade
Classification (“SITC”) categories that are especially
concentrated in network trade: office machines and
equipment (SITC 75), telecommunication and sound
recording equipment (SITC 76), electrical machinery
(SITC 77), road vehicles (SITC 78), professional/scientific instruments (SITC 87), and photographic apparatus
(SITC 88).3 The figure below charts China’s aggregate
share of US imports/exports for these supply chain intensive SITC categories between January 2015 and June
2020 using data from the US Census Bureau. These
data suggest that even in the midst of a trade war and
a global pandemic, the flow of supply chain-intensive
goods between the United States and China has shown
resiliency. To be sure, the flows experienced periods of
volatility in Donald Trump’s tenure, but there have consistently been bounce backs within a band (albeit quite
large in purely monetary terms). This aggregate pattern does not indicate uniform resiliency in trade flows
across all areas; as one might expect from headlines
surrounding Huawei and ZTE, the flows for telecommunication equipment have fallen considerably from

China’s Share of US Imports and Exports of Supply Chain Intensive Items Over Time
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mid to late 2017 levels.4 Moreover, China’s share of imports of supply chain intensive items as a whole had
dropped off considerably before spiking at the conclusion of the Phase 1 Trade Deal and outset of the COVID
pandemic. But exports— which fall under ECRA’s purview and FIRRMA’s influence—have proven remarkably stable.
These data are by no means meant as a dismissal of
observations that an adjustment toward greater decoupling is underway. Rather, they suggest that a complete
break from China makes for an easier political talking
point than a policy outcome. China-dependent supply
chains have very much been rattled, but they have by no
means been broken. Indeed, a more robust decoupling
that includes greater substitution by commonly mentioned but much smaller Asian alternatives like Vietnam and India could take time. For actors engaging in
global supply chains who prioritize profits rather than a
particular state’s national interests, it would not be surprising to observe short/medium term efforts to mitigate
politically induced disruptions and continue leaning on
Chinese production to a certain extent.

cally filed on a global scale. According to 2019 data from
the World Intellectual Property Organization (“WIPO”),
computer technology, digital communication, electrical
machinery, medical technology, and measurement accounted for the largest shares of published applications
under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (“PCT”) System,8
which allows filers to simultaneously seek patent protection in a large number of countries. The top 10 categories of PCT applications in 2019 were dominated by
technical fields falling under the umbrella of electrical
engineering or instruments.9 And because all patents
are territorial, the relevant patent rights would need to
be secured in key markets of concern in order for a product to benefit from patent protection in its extended supply chain. With supply chains involving patent-dense
and technologically sophisticated areas of the global
economy, the centrality of intellectual property in global
supply chains lends a degree of traction to US charges
of IP-theft by China used as a justification for a more
contentious trade and foreign investment policy. But
this centrality also enables intellectual property to be a
key consideration in supply chain managers’ strategies.
For example, attentiveness to the to the timing of foreign
filing licenses (“FFLs”) for filing US patent applications
overseas can respond to the 2019 NDAA, as newly regulated technologies could not only affect future patent
applications but also require export licenses for existing
technology collaboration with China. Additional regulatory burdens have the potential to alter sequencing for
patent applications on technologies developed between
the United States and other countries, especially China.10 US FFL’s are issued within three days of the application for an expedited foreign filing license by USPTO
if there is no national security concern11 and typically
include licenses for accompanying data.12 By comparison, China’s FFL regime may take longer, and may not
include the accompanying data. US law focuses on an
invention “made in” the United States while China focuses on where the “essence of the technical scheme” of
the invention was created.13 The location of the research
rather than the nationality of the inventor appears to
be determinative. Given these differences, a potentially
practical strategy might involve relocating final stages of
research to one jurisdiction or another.

In looking to facilitate such an outcome, the IP-intensive nature of supply chains is a major factor to consider.
Notably, the SITC categories identified above overlap
considerably with lists of industrial categories that the
United States Patent and Trade Office (“USPTO”), the
European Union Intellectual Property Office (“EUIPO”),
and China’s National Bureau of Statistics (“CNBS) have
identified as patent-intensive.5 Of the specific items that
fall within those supply chain intensive SITC categories,
82% fall within USPTO patent-intensive categories, 56%
fall within the top 20 EUIPO patent-intensive industries,
and 67% fall within CNBS patent-intensive industries
per calculations facilitated by concordance tables and
software.6 Though these findings may be intuitive given the sorts of products involved, they underscore the
connection between IP and supply chain management
that has become a political hotspot in the broader race
for technological leadership. Moreover, concordances
between SITC codes and the Cooperative Patent Classification (CPC) patent families developed by Travis Lybbert (at UC Davis) and Nikolas Zolas (at the US Census
Bureau)7 indicate that CPC classes G (physics) and H
(electronics) match with a rather significant share of the Intellectual property can also come into play in adjusttechnologies used in the extended supply chain catego- ing the country of origin and dutiable value in response
ries. Patent applications for these patent classes are typi- to tariffs. According to US Customs practice, minimal
Berkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021
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changes in packaging or labeling in a third country
are unlikely to result in a “substantial transformation”
of Chinese origin goods in a third country. But if a key
component of a product is copied or embedded into a
product (such as software or cultural content), that may
change the “name, character or use” and may result in a
substantial transformation of that product from a memory device to a cultural or business product. Similarly,
if an essential component is manufactured in a country
other than the country of final manufacture, the product may be deemed to be originating from that country.
With reforms to China’s Administration of Technology
Import-Export Regulations now allowing the negotia-

States from unrelated parties usually pay duties based
on the “transaction value” defined as “the price actually paid or payable for the merchandise when sold for
exportation to the United States,” plus certain enumerated additions. Among those additions are “any royalty or license fee related to the imported merchandise
that the buyer is required to pay, directly or indirectly,
as a condition of the sale of the imported merchandise
for exportation to the United States[.]”14 If these goods
originate from China and are within the purview of the
Trump tariffs, these royalties will be taxed at the new
25% duty rate. In such circumstances, a company may
find it advantageous to restructure the IP rights to min-

“Indeed, the use and protection of intellectual property
is a driving force behind the adoption of the US policies
that have that have created real implications for global supply chain managers. But in a world where relocation and radical alterations to the supply chain are more
likely to respond gradually even amidst sudden political
shocks, intellectual property may likewise be thought of
as a solution. The very real connection between intellectual property and supply chains and licensing and filing
possibilities suggest a broader set of considerations are
on the table for commercial actors who prioritize profits
and who may wish to preserve aspects of the status quo.”

tion of previously non-negotiable terms for foreign licensors, there may be an opportunity to restructure license agreements to transferring IP ownership from the
manufacturer to a third country partner in a manner
that is considerably less expensive than moving “hard”
manufacturing operations. If the transfer of the technology or a key high-tech component help contribute
to the creation of a substantially transformed article,
it may enable that article to qualify for a non-Chinese
country of origin.

imize the dutiable value. One way to reduce “assists” is
to conduct design work in the United States. For example, the cost of design work done in the United States
for manufacturing or 3-D printing in China may not be
dutiable as an assist.15 Software licensing can also offer
opportunities to revalue products. If the software is not
“sold” with the medium but the customer is only granted a right to use, the software may not be factored into
the valuation of the product.

Indeed, the use and protection of intellectual properMoreover, companies that import goods to the United ty is a driving force behind the adoption of US policies
Berkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021
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that have created real implications for global supply
chain managers. But in a world where relocation and
radical alterations to the supply chain are more likely to
respond gradually even amidst sudden political shocks,
intellectual property may likewise be thought of as a
solution. The very real connection between intellectual
property and supply chains and the licensing and filing
possibilities sketched above suggest a broader set of considerations are on the table for commercial actors who
prioritize profits and who may wish to preserve aspects
of the status quo. The manner by which those solutions
are pursued is in a very real sense the true measure of
how the politics driving the environment play out. It is
therefore critical to be open to acknowledging that intellectual property can in fact be an element of Chinese
industrial policy. Categorically scoffing at China’s intellectual property regime can blind analysis to more nuanced possibilities for re-working supply chains, which
in turn narrows the perspective on the range of possible
outcomes that could emerge from current Sino-American frictions. While there are many factors to consider
in a complete analysis of the subject, attention to the interactions between intellectual property as both a driver
and a solution is a fruitful place to start.

may nevertheless become an important feature of bilateral and international trade relations.

For the full article and analysis as well as other articles
originally compiled from papers presented at conferences
BASC organized in October 2019 see the forthcoming
World Trade Review special issue, “Economic Statecraft
and Global Trade in the 21st Century” co-edited by BASC
Director Vinod K. Aggarwal and BASC Postdoctoral Fellow Andrew W. Reddie.

Though it is particularly germane to the relationship
between the United States and China, this perspective
extends to the global trading system as well. Keeping in
mind how IP intensive supply chains actually are, emerging markets have much to gain from establishing a robust
regime for intellectual property licensing above and beyond the minimum standards in the TRIPS Agreement.
As supply chains from China are disrupted, companies
may look to the environment for licensing in other markets, and opportunistic actors may proceed accordingly
as this process diffuses. Future research may thus engage
the prospect of regulatory arbitrage through intellectual property licensing vis-à-vis supply chains. Moreover,
the emergence of local networks around manufactured
goods warrants attention moving forward. One prime
example will be the international licensing environment that may emerge as Chinese companies look to
restructure industrial operations through the Belt and
Road Initiative, though others may likewise emerge in
line with the previous points in this paragraph. Finally,
viewing intellectual property as a solution as well as a
driver of trade friction suggests that it presents avenues
for easing trade tensions. While the global trade regime
may or may not formally incorporate such avenues, they
Berkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021
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DIGITAL CURRENCY WARS?
US-CHINA COMPETITION AND STATECRAFT

B

By Vinod K. Aggarwal, BASC Director and Tim Marple, BASC Project Director

y many accounts, the United States and China
are engaged in an emerging Cold War.1 Yet the
contours of this war are markedly different than
the US-USSR competition from the 1940s to the 1980s.
China and the US are highly economically interdependent.2 Both countries have also engaged in active economic statecraft. Each seeks both economic and strategic gain through an array of trade and industrial policies
and investment regulations to bolster high technology
industries.3 We believe that one area, digital currencies,
will be a key area of future competition and conflict between the two countries. This conflict will also likely
spill over to other countries and private actors.4
With respect
to
digital
c u r re n c i e s ,
analysts and
policymakers
have focused
primarily on
the technological, economic, and
regulatory
implications
of
cryptocurrencies, like Bitcoin. Yet this focus ignores the rapid development of other important digital currencies.5
Governments increasingly support digital currencies
through economic statecraft such as China’s digital
yuan. More generally, governments seek to regulate and
sometimes intentionally displace the private actors who
originated private digital currencies like cryptocurrencies.
We focus on two issues here: First, we look at the national security implications of digital currency competition.
Second, we examine the factors that drive state intervention to create or regulate digital currencies. If successful,
the digital yuan stands to challenge the US privilege in
borrowing, a unique freedom the country has leveraged
to avoid political and economic issues of trade adjustBerkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021

ment costs. Digital alternatives to the US dollar may also
undermine the capacity of the US to enforce sanctions
across the world. An alternative reserve currency opens
the possibility of new debt regimes, evidenced by China’s
explicit goal of linking the digital yuan to its already-expansive network of Belt and Road Initiative lending partners. Beyond these factors, digital currencies also open
new attack surfaces in hostile interstate relations, especially given the cybersecurity concerns associated with
digital ledgers. To analyze government motivations to
address these concerns, we examine a set of factors that
will likely drive economic statecraft in digital currencies,
including technological and market factors, domestic
structures, and
system and international regime characteristics.
We begin with a
detailed examination of the
national security characteristics of digital
currencies that
Graphics Credit: TRT World
are relevant to
global competition. Next, we explore how an economic
statecraft lens can help us better understand the motivations and prospects for intervention in this sector. We
conclude with a discussion of how this emerging digital
currency war will likely affect US-Chinese relations, and
the related implications for other countries and private
actors in the global economy.

Implications for National Security
Emerging competition around sovereign digital currencies is significant for interstate economic and security
relations. Here, we identify four important security
implications, although we do not argue that these are
exhaustive. While our discussion is predominantly
centered on US-Chinese conflict, we also briefly discuss
the implications of these tensions for other middle11
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and smaller-power states.
First, central bank digital currencies may function in
part as reserve assets. This threatens the position of the
US dollar as a globally hegemonic reserve currency,
especially if new sovereign digital currencies produce
more liquid money markets with greater confidence. As
a result, the advent of central bank digital currencies is
a direct threat to the “exorbitant privilege” the US has of
importing goods in its own currency and thereby avoiding costly adjustments.6 The consequences of this shift
would be enormous. Much of the domestic and military
expenditures of the US are byproducts of its capacity
to incur larger volumes of debt than it might otherwise
be able to without this privilege.7 While many observers note that the bar for fully unseating the US dollar
as a hegemonic currency is high,8 this is arguably not
the threshold where a challenge to exorbitant privilege
would arise. Even a regionally hegemonic digital yuan
would introduce constraints on the dollar and begin
similarly empowering China.

inated global debt market to one that includes central
bank digital currencies may undermine the American
capacity to implement strategic priorities through its
lending programs. On the one hand, a digital yuan may
be more appealing to borrowers than traditional yuan-denominated debt, especially if it can address liquidity shortfalls in traditional lending instruments.12 On the
other hand, a digital yuan may accelerate China’s accumulation of power in institutions like the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), which has demonstrated interest
in central bank digital currencies as new lending instruments.13 The growing conflict over central bank digital
currencies introduces clear externalities for indebted
countries across the world, and holds clear impacts for
the debt-security nexus that the US has leveraged to
maintain predominance in global lending.
Fourth, central bank digital currencies require some
degree of internet-based communication among members of the digital currency network. This necessarily
introduces entirely new attack surfaces in monetary
politics— namely the potential for cyberattacks on a
country’s currency system.14 Given the increased use of
cyberattacks in hostile interstate relations, which have
escalated from US interventions in Iranian nuclear
plants to Russian attacks on US electrical grids,15 this is
a serious threat that could cause potentially catastrophic damage to a country’s economy. This is arguably the
clearest link between sovereign digital currencies and
national security and introduces pressing concerns
about conflict in this domain. The associated standards
that will emerge alongside competition in digital currency design choices will determine the difference between
a world in which currencies are immediately weaponized for economic attacks and civil unrest, and a world
in which there is consensual oversight and enforcement
against this threat.

Second, central bank digital currencies are being explicitly designed with an eye toward cross-border payments.
Many of these instruments are built to operate on their
own networks as a function of their underlying ledger
technology, meaning they may not be processed through
the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT) network.9 The US relies heavily on this network to employ one of its most powerful
foreign economic policy tools: sanctions. The creation of
sovereign digital currencies that operate outside of this
network thus diminishes US capacity to enforce sanctions and increases the opportunities for states to defy
US sanctions when issued.10 Indeed, this is an openly
stated priority for many states that disavow the use of US
sanctions to enforce increasingly political goals. Ironically, several of these dissenting states are traditional US
allies in Europe.11 The race to develop central bank digPromoting Digital Currencies
ital currencies thus introduces critical standard-setting
Through Economic Statecraft
issues such as the global regulation of payments over How might we better understand some of the driving
new digital currency networks and norms around how factors that influence state intervention in digital curthey may be strategically enforced.
rencies? Drawing on work on new economic statecraft
by Aggarwal and Reddie, we focus on five factors likeThird, central bank digital currencies offer new means of ly to influence government action in digital currencies:
denominating international debt. In line with growing technological characteristics, market characteristics,
discontent over a hegemonic US dollar, countries may domestic structure, international regimes and the strucbe increasingly interested in alternative lending parties ture of the global system.16 Each of these elements can
and instruments. The transition from a dollar-denom- be further broken down in terms of their likely impact.
Berkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021
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In terms of technological externalities, key features include dual-use, externalities and appropriability. We
have already seen that what might appear to be a commercial enterprise can have important national security implications. In terms of externalities, currencies
are the lifeblood of national and global economies, and
thus technological developments in this realm have obvious spillovers to the real economy. Finally, in terms of
appropriability, while Bitcoin was original and unique,
we have seen that its technology could be readily copied and innovated upon. This has meant that firms can
recreate digital currencies like cryptocurrency in more
centralized formats, increasing state control with fewer
responsibility-bearing targets to oversee. This has also
meant that states can recreate the technical design of
cryptocurrencies in a digital currency format that enjoys sovereign privileges of government monopoly over
supply and adjustment. In short, these characteristics
leave ample room for state intervention in private and
sovereign applications.
With respect to the market, we focus on competitors,
security of supply, barriers to entry and economies of
scale. First, we see a few but growing number of private
and government competitors in formal digital currency markets. This has led to government interest in both
learning from and managing private digital currencies,
like cryptocurrencies, increasing pressures to both regulate private markets and create a government market.
In terms of security of supply, while efficiency concerns
were an important driver in the development of private
digital currencies like cryptocurrency, we now see increasing government concerns about security of supply
and technical control of systems related to these digital currencies. While barriers to entry are low for basic
digital currencies, more sophisticated versions require
significant knowledge and capital. Finally, economies
of scale clearly exist with digital currencies. Akin to
software products like social media, we also find significant network externalities arising with different kinds
of digital currencies. This means that competition and
economic statecraft operate differently among different
digital currencies. Decentralized digital currencies like
Bitcoin leave few tools to regulators beyond outright
bans, but market density among digital currencies produces internal competition from low barriers to entry.
While competition among private digital currencies is
shaped by regulatory standards within a state, sovereign digital currencies see more anarchic conflict over
Berkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021

technical design among a fixed pool of relevant actors— central banks competing to achieve various policy priorities.
We next turn to domestic structures and the relationship between governments and private actors. Initially,
Bitcoin and its competitors were seen as a rejection of
government control over private financial markets. Yet
the narrative of domination by private actors in liberal
democracies has been challenged by Chinese efforts—
and likely success— in developing a digital yuan. This
has significant implications for the emerging digital
currency wars, especially in terms of how private and
public digital currencies will develop under different
economic and political systems. Indeed, while Western
central banks have been partnering with financial technology firms to research and design central bank digital currency prototypes, the Chinese central bank more
unilaterally undertook its own research with a state-run
center and whole-of-state control of the broader digital
currency market.
Turning to global regulatory efforts, norms are only beginning to develop on how one should handle digital
currencies, and the creation of rules is likely to be far
behind. Without mutually agreed constraints on the
creation, management and regulation of digital currencies, we are still in the “Wild West” phase of the market.
The absence of accepted regional or global regulatory
mechanisms is therefore likely to increase government
incentives to use economic statecraft to gain an edge
on competitors. By extension, this increases interstate
cooperation on sovereign digital currency interoperability, which will ultimately determine the winners and
losers of the digital currency war.
Lastly, with respect to global systemic characteristics,
US-China competition has led to an increasingly bipolar world. While some attribute this to President Donald Trump’s belligerence and the aggressive behavior
of President Xi Jinping, there appears little prospect of
a reversal in this trend. Xi is likely to remain in power for the foreseeable future. Further, President Biden
is unlikely to shift US policy back toward engagement
under the naïve “China will become a democracy with
growing interdependence” view put forward by liberal
market-focused economists. Thus, on this score, we are
likely to see an intensification of economic statecraft —
both on the part of the US and China, as well as other
13
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large and middle powers— in private and sovereign
digital currencies.

the intensity of economic statecraft increases. Namely,
as the salience of norms and standards in technical design increases, and the costs of binding rules around
The Future of Digital Currency Competition
digital currency use increase, states will have greater
What is the likely future of digital currency competi- incentive to more directly intervene through more tartion? We argue that four main trends are likely to con- geted and binding regulation of private actors. As such,
tinue. First, states will continue to intervene in private we should not anticipate robust private governance of
digital currencies like cryptocurrencies and initial coin digital currencies by firms alone, but rather expect a
offerings. While we have already seen active engage- strategic public-private dynamic wherein particular
ment by more and less liberal states in suppressing cor- companies are either empowered or disadvantaged by
ners of the digital currency market that threaten state their alignment with state priorities.
priorities, this is likely to intensify as interstate conflict
around digital currencies become more common. Spe- For research support, the authors would like to thank Yuhan
cifically, we should not only expect state intervention Zhang and Vincent Shan. We are grateful to Andrew Redto continue across types of digital currencies, but we die for comments. Aggarwal’s work is partially supported
should also expect this to be increasingly linked to the by a National Research Foundation of Korea Grant funded
impact of that intervention on competing or coopera- by the Korean government (NRF-2017S1A3A2067636). Both
tive peers.
authors are grateful for the support of the UC Lab Fees Research Program.
Second, we should expect debate over a global or regional framework for state intervention to be especially For the full article and analysis, see Global Asia, Vol. 15, No.
intense given the absence of current digital currency 4, December 2020: https://www.globalasia.org/v15no4/fearegimes and norms. While some international insti- ture/digital-currency-wars-us-china-competition-and-ecotutions have spearheaded efforts to begin global stan- nomic-statecraft_vinod-k-aggarwaltim-marple
dard-setting on digital currencies, as the IMF has done
with stablecoins and the FATF with cryptocurrencies,
these are unlikely to mitigate competitive strategic intervention without broad consensus on the nature and
enforcement of these eventual standards and rules.
Given the limited scope of their substantive mandates
and the currently contested nature of digital currencies,
international organizations like the World Trade Organization (WTO) and IMF will likely have little impact.
Third, we should expect more states to engage in this
emerging digital currency conflict over time, including
states that are not actively engaged with digital currencies. This is due not only to the likely proliferation of
this technology, but also because of the externalities
that non-participating states will face from the interoperabilities between digital currencies and other traditional financial instruments. As such, these spillovers
will increasingly incorporate other states into this digital currency conflict, producing patterns of balancing
Read the March 2021 issue of Business
and bandwagoning, thus yielding coalitions of different
and Politics and submit your papers for
states divided among preferences for global digital curpublication at:
rency norms, standards and rules.
Finally, we should expect the private sector to have diminishing authority in digital currency development as
Berkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021
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Research Analyses:

China, the United States, and a Post-Covid World

Graphics Credit: Openclipart

IMPLICATIONS OF THE BELT AND ROAD INITIATIVE FOR CHINESE
LEADERSHIP IN THE 21ST CENTURY

C

By Alex Kaplan, BASC Research Assistant

hina’s swift economic and technological rise under President Xi Jinping has equipped the world’s
second-largest economy with ample industrial
resources and regional clout to shift the balance of power in the existing liberal order. Encouraged by a host of
government campaigns including the “Made in China
2025 Plan” and the “Next Generation Artificial Intelligence Development Plan,” Chinese companies have the
roadmap, funding, and support to fashion world-class
technologies and carry out extensive industrial upgrading. The whole-of-state strategy aimed at harnessing
indigenous innovative capacity is generating favorable
returns. Continued success in this area is crucial for Beijing to realize its ambitious leadership goals in strategically important sectors of the economy ranging from
Berkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021

telecommunications to manufacturing. Coupled with
increasing military strength, the trajectory of China’s
development and ability to fulfill national strategies
through its authoritarian state-capitalist model gives
credence to China’s regional hegemonic position and,
more broadly, its great power status. China’s domestic
proficiency in reaching state designated targets complements the resolve of its foreign policy objectives determined to safeguard and advance national interests. The
pursuit of these goals echoes Beijing’s rising confidence
in implementing its increased power in areas key to China’s economic prosperity.1 China’s growing influence,
however, is raising questions about Beijing’s commitment to and respect of the international order. Put simply, China is growing in power and might not be sticking
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to the liberal world order it is presumably inheriting.
The theory of hegemonic stability suggests that great
powers (i.e. hegemons) use their preponderance of
power to unilaterally provide and uphold some semblance of international order to create peace and stability.2 The U.S.-led global order that emerged in the
post-World War II moment was carried by the U.S.’s
economic and military preeminence and therefore
saw the United States assume global leadership, largely through multilateral institutions, in the provision of
public goods. More recently, however, global political
trends like the resurgence of right-wing populism in
Western countries and its associated rejection of multilateral overreach are contributing to changing patterns
of global leadership.3 Thus, a firm characterization of
the current international system is mired in the face of
a malleable geopolitical landscape but nonetheless appears to be one of increasing bipolarity with the United
States as the chief superpower and China closing the
gap.4 This bifurcation marks a noticeable shift from the
“Pax Americana” world order. Bipolar systems are understood by structural realists to be more peaceful because great powers can stabilize each other through internal or external balancing like the United States and
Soviet Union engaged in during the Cold War.5 But as
competition over advanced technologies intensifies and
the U.S.-China trade war looms, political and economic
antagonism between today’s superpowers can still have
vast repercussions for the entire world. Therefore, the
structure of the emerging bipolar international order is
tenuous, highlighting the need for responsible global
leadership in an increasingly globalized world with a
growing number of cross-border problems.
The type of leadership China will exhibit within the
world order can largely be understood through its governance approach to managing international cooperation. President Xi remarked at the 95th anniversary of
the founding of the Chinese Communist Party in 2016,
“the world order should be decided not by one country or a few, but by broad international agreement.” He
continued, “it’s for the people of all countries to decide
through consultations what international order and
global governance systems can benefit the world and
people of all nations.”6 Xi’s comments paint a sanguine
image of an equitable international system that embraces the interests of all relevant stakeholders to reach
multilateral resolutions to global problems and opporBerkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021

tunities. However, behind the hopeful rhetoric Beijing
projects is a multi-pronged arsenal of overlapping bilateral and multilateral relationships that are selectively
deployed in the advancement of China’s geo-strategic
interests. Put together, China’s amalgamation of bi- and
multi-lateral accords reflect an extensive governance
network of Sino-centric policies, alliances, and institutions that enlarge China’s influence in the world order.
Given its nationalistic attitude, capable government,
and flourishing private sector, China’s diverse governance approach is telling of the strategic levers of diplomacy authorities will exhaust to align its international
agenda with the “China-first” outlook galvanizing domestic growth. If this is any indication of China’s leadership disposition, it suggests at the very least that Xi’s
comments can neither be construed as purely altruistic
nor entirely transparent.
China’s reputation within the international community
has been blemished by criticisms of not acting as a team
player for its penchant of free-riding on the actions
of other international actors.7 China’s recent rise has
therefore led some scholars to claim the liberal order is
in jeopardy, but the extent to which China understands
and appreciates the existing order is understated.8
Amidst ongoing competition with the United States,
while President Trump broadcasted his disapproval of
ostensibly outdated, unfavorable multilateral arrangements, China is maintaining a brand of quasi-multilateral diplomacy in terms of international cooperation.
Against the backdrop of American isolationism, China
appears to show its appreciation for the existing international order more than is sometimes acknowledged
by working through international organizations.9 This
is not to gloss over China’s “gaming” of the multilateral institutions it actively participates in to aid its own
growth. For instance, China engages in “convenient
compliance” to accelerate economic development by
temporarily using non-compliant policy tools during
critical stages of development but ultimately bears a
compliant status within the World Trade Organization (WTO) by adhering to Dispute Settlement Body
rulings, allowing a transitional economy like China to
pursue advantageous industrial policies while maneuvering WTO rule enforcers.10 Yet, it would be misguided
not to point out that although China uses international
institutions to strengthen its grip on the global economy, Beijing has neither the desire nor ability to completely usurp an existing order that it, for the most part,
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already gains from.11 China enjoys substantial benefits
from its participation in liberal order institutions, such
as the UN Security Council (where it has veto power)
and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) (where its
voting rights have increased).12 Moreover, China has
amplified its efforts to be a dependable leader within
the international order in the provision of public goods
from contributing handsomely to UN peacekeeping
forces, to establishing new development institutions like
the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank.13 The most
prominent example of Chinese global leadership in this
regard is its Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), a project the
Chinese government views as an “important international public good.”14
President Xi initially conceived the BRI in 2013 to promote economic integration and export Chinese ingenuity (and currency) across Asia, Europe, and Africa. An
official national strategy, the BRI is a vital part of China’s trade and investment vision to promulgate Chinese
leadership in global economic cooperation and policy
coordination.15 Under the BRI, Chinese authorities have
promised to deliver trillions of dollars in investment to
promote economic development by constructing largescale infrastructure projects in foreign territories.16 Over
the last decade, China has invested nearly 50% of its
GDP towards BRI undertakings.17 Considerable investment is allocated towards roads, rail, airports, ports,
pipelines, and communications infrastructure.18 Chinese financing for infrastructure projects is agreed in
principle with the expectation that the partner country
will award contracts to one of China’s “national champions” to carry out projects.19 Internationalizing Chinese
companies benefits China, and Asia more broadly, by
alleviating China’s domestic overcapacity problem and
closing Asia’s steep infrastructure gap.20
The BRI has been likened to the Marshall Plan.21 A comparison of this kind, to say the least, carries immense
weight. In the post-war moment, the United States assumed responsibility to provide aid to restore the economic infrastructure of a ravaged Europe. These efforts
were part of the foundation upon which the liberal international order was built. In a similar manner, the BRI
represents China’s attempt to shape the world order.
Through the BRI, China aims to project strong global
leadership while shrewdly applying its assorted array
of international legal instruments to fuel its development aspirations. Already China has signed over 120
Berkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021

agreements with countries and international organizations to bring them onto the international infrastructure
development project.22 The BRI positions China’s outward-facing economic statecraft as a means of embedding its leadership into the provision of the global economy by fostering stronger international relationships
and stimulating synchronized transnational growth. A
project of this magnitude has consequential geopolitical
stakes. Therefore, the way China approaches BRI governance may offer insights into the character of Chinese
global leadership within the world order.
China’s Bilateral Stratagem
China’s stockpile of BRI governance instruments is partly based on “a series of unrelated but nonetheless interconnected bilateral trade pacts and partnerships.”23 In
particular, China utilizes non-binding bilateral agreements called Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs)
which highlight its intentions to engage with other parties through less rigid organizational structures compared to arduous multilateral frameworks.24 China’s
long list of opaque bilateral arrangements are creating
a dispersed, open-ended governance network under the
umbrella of BRI which can suit China’s national interests by more easily coordinating economic integration
and trade liberalization, pillars of the existing liberal order, on its own terms. As such, this governance approach
offers China the opportunity to pursue a larger geo-economic role throughout the Eurasian continent.
Critics view Chinese bilateralism as a form of debt-trap
diplomacy empowering China’s unimpeded regional
dominance.25 Debt-trapping in this case refers to how
China lures or “traps” developing or underdeveloped
countries to borrow money to be used for much needed infrastructure projects.26 In 2013, China and Pakistan
inked an MOU agreeing to long-term collaboration on
the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), BRI’s
flagship program.27 Instead, with a fraction of CPEC
projects materializing so far, stymied by dwindling foreign reserves, and waist-high in debt to Chinese financiers, Pakistan was forced to go to the IMF for financial
assistance.28 It is increasingly likely that Pakistan’s debt
will force it to relinquish shares of the CPEC to China.29
A debt-for-equity exchange of this kind would substantiate long-brewing skepticism associated with the BRI
that gained widespread attention in 2017 when Sri Lanka, unable to repay Chinese loans, was forced to lease
the strategic Indian Ocean port of Hambantota to China
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Merchants Ports Holdings, an arm of the Chinese government, on a 99-year lease.30 These developments underscore China’s hawkish ulterior motives that can be
masked behind the prospects of BRI-inspired growth.

muscular regional hegemon, reliant on Chinese investment, and potentially debt-trapped into subservience,
Cambodia is well-positioned to be a mouthpiece for
Beijing’s interests within ASEAN. This has far-reaching consequences for regional cooperation in retaliating against security threats ASEAN must vote to act on.
This is an especially relevant geopolitical concern as
China continues its militarization of the South China
Sea, a strategically significant location for its trillions of
dollars worth of oil, natural gas, and fishing rights.37 Under ASEAN’s consensus-based decision-making framework, if China overextends its reach in Southeast Asia,
a coordinated regional effort is foiled without a vote
from Cambodia. China’s attempts to augment its global political and economic foothold through BRI governance is another instructive signal of the character of
Chinese leadership that is eroding state sovereignty and
the U.S.-led Western security alliance in East Asia. China’s disquieting operations in Southeast Asia are doing
more to reinforce calls for ASEAN reform than assuage
Asian-Pacific regional blocs that China is a responsible
superpower.

By operating bilaterally, China is not restrained by
multilateral frameworks to delineate its approach to
managing debt-distressed countries. This contrasts the
governance style used by many major creditor nations
who opt to participate in multilateral mechanisms like
the Paris Club.31 While China is an observer at Paris
Club meetings, it does not retain member status so it
can pursue alternative approaches to handle sovereign
defaults.32 Therefore, China operates largely on an ad
hoc basis to manage debt sustainability which may
result in debt-strapped countries abdicating strategic
sites. Averse to being pawns in China’s geo-strategic
schemes, countries including Malaysia, Myanmar, Bangladesh and Sierra Leone have renegotiated or withdrawn from previous BRI agreements.33 Expectedly,
China’s belligerent behavior suggests its leadership role
in the provision of the international order will exercise
self-enhancing “winner” strategies to gain competitive
advantages, especially in lucrative commercial spaces, China’s Multilateral Governance Investment Scheme
thereby extending its sphere of influence in the world. China’s multilateral approach is rooted in its aspiration
for greater influence in the U.S.-led international order.
China’s bilateral strong-arm approach also has con- As China gradually gained power as a result of rapid
cerning geopolitical implications for regional coopera- economic growth, Beijing grew increasingly dissatisfied
tion as countries continue to weigh foreign investment with Western dominance in post-war financial instineeds against sovereign interests. The China-Cam- tutions (like the Bretton Woods Institutions) that still
bodia relationship in particular is afflicting unity in govern the liberal order.38 Hence, China’s geopolitical
Southeast Asia, signaling danger for regional bodies governance strategy aims to provide an alternative to
like the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASE- U.S.-led financial institutions like the World Bank, IMF,
AN). China is Cambodia’s top foreign investor, an in- and the Asian Development Bank by promoting regioncreasingly important trading partner, and a benefactor al multilateralism, particularly within Multilateral Deof attractive BRI investment.34 Cambodia’s conduct as velopment Banks (MDBs).39
chair of the 2012 ASEAN Foreign Ministers’ Meeting —
the gathering that left ASEAN unable to issue a joint President Xi, with the BRI in mind and a desire to crecommuniqué responding to Chinese aggression in the ate parallel international financial architecture to rival
Scarborough Shoal — can be thought of as a canary in the West, first proposed the Asian Infrastructure Investthe coalmine for what is to come if China continues to ment Bank (AIIB) in October 2013 as a development
uninterruptedly court ASEAN member states with the bank dedicated to lending for infrastructure projects in
lure of investment.35
Asia. Considered China’s “World Bank” for the Asia-Pacific, the AIIB, which officially launched in December
At the Second Belt and Road Forum on International 2015, can be viewed as a manifestation of Beijing’s efCooperation, China and Cambodia, committed to ac- forts to adjust the international order to be more comcelerating the implementation of BRI in Cambodia, mensurate with its present-day strength. Within the
signed several MOUs to expand the scope of bilateral AIIB, China provides the largest share of capital and
cooperation.36 Fearful of agitating a powerful ally and consequently has the greatest voting power. This leadBerkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021
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ership responsibility represents a watershed moment in
China’s bid to play a more active role in global governance.40 It also establishes a suitable setting for China
to engage in strategic governance to use its leadership
position in a resourceful multilateral institution to support a national agenda. China deliberately engages in
multilateralism to gain geopolitical and geo-economic
advantages by directing vehicles of investment in its
favor while taking refuge behind the veil of neutrality
and legitimation offered by international organizations.
China even shoulders global governance leadership
roles within regional International Financial Institutions (IFIs) to achieve these ends. Overt Chinese leadership within the MDBs capitalizing the BRI like the AIIB
and the New Development Bank (NDB) masks China’s
tactical laundering of its geo-strategic agenda with robust global governance leadership.

MOUs to bring bilateral deals into collaboration with
the less contentious MDBs. For instance, the terms of
financial cooperation in a BRI MOU can open the door
for monetary policy coordination in association with
the AIIB.45
Like the AIIB, the emergence of the BRICS coincides
with the relative economic decline of the West which
opened an opportunity for non-Western powers like
China to have a greater input in Western-led global
governance structures.46 The Shanghai-based NDB,
formerly the BRICS Development Bank, facilitates investment in private and public projects among BRICS
partners (i.e. Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa). The NDB, steered by strong Chinese leadership, is
a prominent example of intra-BRICS economic and political cooperation skewed to bolster Beijing’s interests.

“Through the BRI, China aims to project strong global
leadership while shrewdly applying its assorted array
of international legal instruments to fuel its development aspirations.”
The NDB pours money into emerging economies and
The AIIB acts as a strong conduit of BRI investment. green energy/sustainable investments.47 In this capacAs succinctly argued elsewhere, “it doesn’t take an ex- ity, the NDB funnels money into the “Green Belt and
pert in the geopolitics of Eurasia to notice that many Road,” China’s BRI upgrade launched at the second
of the countries that have so far received funding from Belt and Road Forum in 2019 to address China’s sustainthe AIIB are located along China’s Belt and Road Ini- able development shortcomings in the BRI.48
tiative.”41 By managing the Belt and Road in tandem
with the AIIB, Beijing concurrently projects compre- Operating within multilateral regional blocs like the
hensive leadership in the international order and aligns AIIB and NDB offers China the opportunity to take adthe AIIB’s assets to support the BRI. Whereas national vantage of its great power preponderance (and its acstrategies like the BRI are understood to be unilaterally companied generous voting share) as well as a dearth
pursued by Beijing to nationalistically promote its inter- of competing interests (which often produce deadlock
ests, the AIIB is perceived with less ambivalence.42 De- in large multilateral institutions) so as to spur BRI lonveloping countries are bullish about the AIIB because gevity and efficacy with support and funding. As more
they believe it will provide them with more financing countries attach themselves to the BRI network, it will
to support their economic development, and devel- invariably engender more countries to adopt overlapoped countries feel secure because, as a multilateral ping strategic interests with China. In doing so, there is
institution, the AIIB is governed with built-in oversight room for China to broadly implement its Sino-centric
guidelines to prevent Chinese unilateralism.43 Further- interests beyond the scope of regional multilateralism.
more, it has been hinted that China may soon lose its In this sense, the BRI, AIIB, and NDB do not function
veto power as the number of AIIB member states rise.44 simply as economic projects but also represent a diploTo circumvent the hostile reputational consequences matic and strategic exercise to cast durable networks of
of the BRI, China strategically applies language in its governance relationships capable of overpowering U.S.
Berkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021
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policies attempting to contain China’s ascension.49 China’s skill in using political mechanisms for calulated
gains from the BRI and its intentions of accumulating
a greater share of power in the world order is evident
through its actions in multilateral fora. In finance, China has bypassed the World Bank by lending unilaterally
under the BRI and multilaterally through the AIIB and
the NDB, all but surely weakening the prominence of
Western-led IFIs in the international economic order.50
Beijing’s multilateral activity within MDBs reveals the
discerning style of Chinese statecraft intended to increase Beijing’s say in international monetary affairs
and establish international norms of cooperation that
reflect China’s interests. Assuredly, China’s “peaceful”
rise and its strategic maneuvers to tilt the scales of the
international order in its favor are not mutually exclusive.

Conclusion:
Implications for Chinese Leadership Going Forward
The state of the world order today is contested. The balance of power is changing faster than our international institutions. In this moment, China has emerged as
a great power unafraid to flex its diplomatic muscle to
abuse critical junctures in international politics for the
purposes of advancing its geo-strategic interests. China
leverages its resourcefulness to score disproportionate
bilateral deals while simultaneously taking advantage
of its dominant position within regional multilateral forums for policy victories. Consequently, China’s layered
BRI governance approach is getting results for Beijing,
but this comes at a steep cost to the balance of the liberal economic order.
The intent of Beijing’s quasi-multilateral strategy suggests China is keen on having its voice function as a
directive in global affairs and is comfortable engaging
in underhanded governance operations to reach these
ends. Thus, whether Chinese leadership is responsible
leadership does not rest, as some suggest, on “China’s
ability (and willingness) to truly transition the BRI from
opaque bilateral deals to inclusive, results-driven multilateralism.”51 Both bi- and multi-lateral arrangements
are ripe governance structures eagerly pursued under
the auspices of Chinese authorities to progress Beijing’s
geopolitical ambitions. This should not necessarily discredit China’s creation of BRI institutional mechanisms
and organizations, but it should bring such initiatives
under greater scrutiny.
Berkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021
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CHINA’S SALIENT GAINS FROM RCEP AND
THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR US-CHINA COMPETITION
By Yuhan Zhang, BASC Project Director

A

gainst the backdrop of deglobalization and
trade protectionism, 15 countries signed the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership
(RCEP) in November 2020. The signing parties include
China, Japan, South Korea, all the countries from the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), Australia, and New Zealand. This mega free trade agreement
(FTA) is the world’s largest, covering a market of 30% of
the world’s population, with approximately 30% of global gross domestic product.1 At the time of this writing,
RCEP is awaiting final ratification. Each RCEP member
will go through its own domestic legislative process,
and at least nine of its 15 members, including at least six
ASEAN members and at least three from outside ASEAN, must approve it.

ically and politically. The implications could well bring
overt competition between China and the United States.

Economic Benefits

The direct economic effect of RCEP is that it will help
China expand exports. Before RCEP, China had already
forged bilateral FTAs with ASEAN, South Korea, Australia, and New Zealand. As of 2019, most traded goods
had been either duty free or with preferential tariff rates.
Some analysts may contend that China’s RCEP gains
would be marginal. Still, tariff adjustments will promote
Chinese exports of agricultural products, building materials, automobiles, and chemical products to ASEAN
and South Korea. More conspicuously, thanks to Japan’s
tariff reductions, more Chinese products, such as lamp
oil, light petroleum, biofuels, fur leather, silk fabrics,
While RCEP demonstrates the success of ASEAN’s mid- non-ferrous metals, and machinery equipment and
dle-power diplomacy and will promote regional trade parts, will flow into the Japanese market.2
and economic development over time, China will arguably achieve the largest utility gains from the trade pact. Petri and Plummer provide some helpful details about
RCEP serves its national interests and will make the sectoral export effects on China. With RCEP in place,
region’s largest economy even more powerful econom- China will see the largest estimated export benefits of
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$244-248 billion by 2030, followed by Japan ($128-135
billion) and South Korea ($63-64 billion),3 meaning that
the incremental increase in Chinese exports will account for nearly 50% of total export growth of all RCEP
members. Although these benefits may not offset the
total losses inflicted by a potentially persisting trade
war, they can help China lessen the damage and reduce
its export reliance on the United States.

tions,7 and the majority of the provisions have already
been implemented in China. Nonetheless, Articles 11.15,
11.17, and 11.62 will force the Chinese government to take
stricter measures to protect electronic rights management information, use only non-infringing computer
software, and destroy pirated copyrighted goods and
counterfeit trademarked materials.

With RCEP and an improving IPR environment, ChiAdditionally, RCEP will strengthen the divisions of la- na is expected to alleviate MNCs’ IPR concerns. In the
bor, upgrading China’s industrial structure. Due main- future, MNCs, which do not have ethnic links or an inly to the cheap labor costs in ASEAN countries, since clination to eschew utilizing China as an extensive base
2015, Chinese trade surpluses with ASEAN in furniture, for their firm’s core competencies, will likely commit
clothing, suitcases, shoes, electrical equipment, and more to the country, including bringing international
general instruments have shrunk, indicating an emerg- financing and technologies. As a result, they will ening supply chain relocation from China to Southeast hance local Chinese production, engineering, and deAsia. Under RCEP, China’s tariff-elimination commit- sign capabilities.
ments will accelerate this process. Hence, Chinese imports of labor-intensive goods from ASEAN countries, The aforementioned industrial upgrading driven by
especially Vietnam, will grow significantly. The inflows import trade and technology enhancement by FDI will
of these goods might increase competition to Chinese also have spill-over effects on China’s economic tranfirms and generate adjustment costs but would drive sition. It would lead China’s output and wages of Chithem to turn more toward capital-intensive and tech- nese workers who possess at least a bachelor’s degree
nology-intensive manufacturing and production.
to rise. Note that laborers who have a bachelor’s degree
or more advanced degrees are basically China’s middle
Moreover, RCEP will greatly add inflows of foreign di- and upper classes. These laborers will account for over
rect investment (FDI) into China. It is worth noting that 90% of Chinese urban consumers in the foreseeable
liberalization under RCEP is comprised of reductions future, and they are expected to contribute the most to
in behind-the-border barriers, such as discriminatory Chinese domestic consumption. As such, a rise in their
treatment against investment. Article 10.3 and Article wages will propel the country towards a domestic con10.4 stipulate specific provisions of national treatment sumption-driven economy.8 This structural transition
and most-favored-nation treatment with respect to the would be a concrete step to accomplish the “internal
establishment, acquisition, expansion, management, circulation” strategy unveiled by Chinese President Xi
conduct, operation, and sale or other disposition of in- Jinping.9
vestments.4 In the Schedule of Specific Commitments for
Services5 and the Schedule of Reservations and Non-conGeopolitical Gains
6
forming Measures for Investment, the Chinese govern- Geopolitically, it is also clear that China will benefit trement has promised to reduce limitations on market mendously from RCEP, perhaps even more so than it
access and national treatment. China will further open will economically.
up service sectors (e.g., medical services, computer software and data processing services, and scientific and Firstly, China’s involvement in RCEP can reassure
technical consulting) and non-service sectors of manu- neighboring countries. Since the late 2000s, China’s
facturing, agriculture, fishery, forestry and hunting, and continuing rise and increasing assertiveness have inmining to multinational corporations (MNCs).
vited fear and confrontation from its neighbors such as
ASEAN countries. The Chinese government has accenCertainly, many MNCs have been wary of China’s intel- tuated the “peaceful development” strategy in the last
lectual property rights (IPR) infringements. RCEP is ex- decade to convey that China embraces peace and will
pected to have some positive effects on IPR protection not initiate offensive war against other countries. In the
in China. It is true that RCEP’s IP chapter has limita- recent Fifth Plenary Session of the 19th Chinese ComBerkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021
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munist Party Central Committee, Xi proclaimed the
long-term goals for 2035, reemphasizing that China will
pursue a “peaceful development” path and will continue to create a good external climate.10

further this year.

Growing US-China Competition
With the signing of RCEP, US trade deficits with China
might be reduced gradually. However, overt technologiBe that as it may, Chinese policymakers have certain- cal competition between the two superpowers will only
ly realized that the proclamation of “peaceful develop- intensify. The US-China trade war initiated in 2018 has
ment” cannot soothe agitated and antagonized coun- already expanded beyond tariffs and has become a battries across the Asia-Pacific. Thus, engaging actively in tle for technological supremacy.14 By joining RCEP, as
Asian multilateralism can send an important message argued above, China’s technological dynamism can be
from China, signaling its commitment to preserving enhanced. Combined with Chinese industrial policies,
peace and promoting regional growth. Specifically, par- faster upgrading of manufacturing, digital, and clean
ticipation in RCEP demonstrates that China is willing technologies is expected to happen.
to open its market further and be bound by regional
common rules, which could help allay geopolitical sus- As China becomes more potent technologically, the US
picion and fears among its neighbors.
may retain its trade tariffs over Chinese goods, accelerate technology decoupling with China, and adopt a
Secondly, China’s political power in the region will be clear strategy for advancing its own industries and techentrenched. RCEP reinforces the economic interdepen- nologies. The realpolitik philosophy often colors the
dence between China and other participating coun- Chinese leadership’s perceptions of the US. Whatever
tries. As Albert Hirschman pointed out many decades options the United States pursues, China will suspect
ago, economic interdependence is usually asymmetri- that US efforts may attempt to check its technological
cal, suggesting that one state is more dependent on the advancement; this dynamic increases the incentive for
other, and political power grows out of this asymmetry.11 China to accelerate moves toward cooperation with
In the context of RCEP, economic interdependence will other countries across Asia and Europe and to advance
bring the region, especially ASEAN countries and New indigenous technologies. Ultimately, both the United
Zealand, closer to China’s economic and political or- States and China will be locked in a vicious cycle where
bits. As a result, Beijing could “exert influence on reg- rivalry may become inevitable.
ulations and standards setting within the bloc, as it is
already explicitly trying to do in the countries included Additionally, China’s participation in RCEP will further
in its Belt and Road Initiative”.12
leverage its economic and political clout in the Asia-Pacific region, which will impel the United States to inThirdly, China desires to reach a trilateral FTA with crease its influence as a response. The United States
South Korea and Japan, strengthening economic con- and China will likely vie for geopolitical primacy in the
nectedness and, perhaps more importantly, building area.
trust politically, stabilizing the area’s security environment, and undercutting US influence. In light of Individual dramas such as the 2008 global financial
the gargantuan Chinese market and the fact that the crisis, Trump’s isolationism, and the recent pandemic
Northeast Asian countries are in different positions in have resulted in a global power transition towards Chithe industrial supply chain, it is also in South Korea’s na. China is on its way to filling the void left by Trump’s
and Japan’s interests to have a trilateral FTA. Yet, issues withdrawal of commitments to the Asia-Pacific region.
such as conscripted laborers have stalled progress on Although these developments do not necessarily entail
negotiations. RCEP, as many commentators believe, the disappearance of absolute US hegemonic power,
can play a catalytic role in the negotiation processes of they do suggest a potentially negative and alarming
the FTA, boosting the determination of China, Japan, trend.
and South Korea to make a political decision finally.
Xi promised to speed up negotiations on the trilateral With Biden taking office as the new US president, it is
FTA in November 2020.13 It is expected that leaders of widely expected among scholars and policy analysts
the three countries will meet again to discuss the FTA that his administration will choose multilateralism and
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mend the impaired liberal order built by the United
States since the end of World War II. In the short run,
stopping the coronavirus pandemic and rebooting
growth will be the top priorities of the Biden administration’s policy agenda. Yet, the new administration will
likely not wait too long to invest more political capital
in Asian affairs. Indeed, Biden has indicated an interest
in renegotiating and rejoining the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) with new terms that favor the United States.15
The TPP could “help the US again provide leadership
on trade” and “balance China economically, politically,
and from a broader strategic standpoint”.16 Biden has
also reached out to political leaders in Australia, Japan,
and South Korea, expressing his desire to deepen security alliances.17 By pushing the importance of trade
accords like the TPP and strengthening the “hub-andspoke” system, the United States could underscore its
deep commitment to the Asia-Pacific, provide its allies
and partners with an alternative to reliance on Chinese
supply chains, and undermine China’s influence across
the region. Undoubtedly, China, for its part, has no intention of backing down in the competition over spheres
of influence.
There is some room for limited cooperation, as people
hope, but the reality does not bode well for the bilateral
relationship. What we can envisage is a world with more
overt and intense competition between China and the
United States.

Find out about UC Berkeley research
and events on China, Japan, Korea, and
South East Asia at:
https://ieas.berkeley.edu
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STAYING AHEAD IN THE MARATHON OF
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION
By Vincent Shan, BASC Research Assistant

G

eopolitical competition between China and the
United States has expanded beyond matters of
trade to include issues of foreign investment
policy, human rights abuses, and global leadership more
broadly. As the world awaits a “fourth industrial revolution” in emerging technologies with the potential to
“shift the future balance of economic and military power”1 like artificial intelligence and big data, leadership in
technological progress is one of the most salient topics
determining the balance between these two global superpowers.

bottom-up policies focusing on inputs to R&D such as
human capital and R&D spending more broadly. China
currently leads the world in R&D spending and produces over 28,700 PhDs in science and engineering per year.5
Acting as an “innovation sponge”6 has produced mixed
results, working well for many engineering-based industries like high-speed trains and wind turbines while
China remains fairly uncompetitive in “science-based”
fields like branded pharmaceuticals, biotech, and semiconductor design.7 This strategy is also particularly
vulnerable to declining trade flows and geopolitical
tensions cutting off technology transfer capabilities.8
Eventually, transfer must be phased out as policies focusing primarily on catching up with advanced peers
will always be bound by the level of progress in these
countries that are actively pushing the envelope of developing novel technologies and techniques.

As China continues to catch up to its peers in the West,
its distinctive approach to innovation bears unique features that create an advantage over the United States
in select industries and emerging technologies like 5G
telecommunications. Though the United States currently appears to be preserving its leadership despite these
threats, maintaining this leading role throughout the
2020s will depend, in part, on its response to Chinese
Technology and China’s Growth Imperative
innovation’s increasingly apparent strengths.
In addition to these structural issues with progress by
technological transfer, China currently faces a domestic
Innovation and Economic Development
“innovation imperative” in its transition to a consumpAs proponents of industrial policy suggest, leadership in tion-based, slow growth economy.9 As the constant labor
any industry rarely arises spontaneously. Leadership in force growth and high levels of investment that drove
emerging technologies is heavily dependent on a coun- economic growth in early years recede,10 improved matry’s innovation policy, the “interface between research chinery efficiency and technological advancement beand development (R&D) and industrial policy” promot- come essential. Workers with a bachelor’s degree and
ing both the creation of entirely novel technologies and above account for over 90% of China’s urban consumers,
“downstream process innovation.”2 For China, early in- and a rise in wages for this group through productivinovation policy relied heavily on the transfer of existing ty gains from more advanced physical capital is key to
ideas and techniques to first reach “the technological “propelling the country towards a domestic consumpfrontier” of industrialized countries before beginning to tion-driven economy.”11
develop truly novel inventions.3
Combined, these pressures have spurred China to reLike many other developing economies, a conducive in- vise its innovation policy to build domestic capacity for
ternational environment was particularly important for developing truly novel technologies independent of the
China’s rapid technological development, as foreign di- West. Chinese-style innovation currently promotes inrect investment (FDI) helped establish this foundation novation through a “trinity of policy system, financial
for domestic innovative capacity.4 Technology transfer system and industrial ecology”, shaping incentives to
through FDI is only one piece of the puzzle, though, promote innovation much like its Western counterparts.
as early Chinese innovation policy also incorporated The interaction of these different catalysts has helped
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produce giants like WeChat, Taobao, and Xiaomi.12 This
type of “synergy effect” most clearly parallels Britain
during the industrial revolution and the United States
after the Second World War.13

ty.”20 A symbiotic relationship exists between the state
and private industry in this American system where the
state funds fundamental basic research that companies
use to build products and realize profit, profit which is
then taxed to fund additional basic research for a cycle of innovation. With the growing social and political
capital of Silicon Valley, this mutually beneficial relationship is becoming less of a consensus as there is a
“lack of understanding… of state-led growth-inducing
investments” with too much blind faith in the capabilities of private industry relegating the state to simply
being “a menace in the economy.”21 This virtuous relationship between the state and industry in creating the
preconditions for innovation is common between China and the United States, but in the former this collaboration is a core value while the latter is increasingly losing sight of the state’s essential role in partnering with
industry actors.

Though the Chinese government does not dictate technological progress, its central and local governments
continue to prioritize innovation with policies that remain significantly stronger than its international counterparts.14 State owned enterprises are given preferential market access as long as their work aligns with the
general policy goals of the Chinese state in a form of
“digital Leninism”.15 Private actors remain the primary drivers but the state sets the agenda. This includes
a unique “importance to collectivism and government
involvement in innovations of enterprises, research institutes and other individuals.”16 Even for privately held
companies like Huawei, state contracts and favor by the
Chinese Communist Party are essential to private sector success.17
American innovation has undergone significant structural changes as well. Though corporate labs were once
Huawei is a particularly visible example of the strengths a key site for basic research, the predominant source of
of the Chinese system. It also presents a unique puzzle. new ideas and products has shifted to universities since
Why does China not have more internationally com- the 1980s.22 Again the story is not so much that univerpetitive firms like Huawei given the size of its domestic sities are unnecessary or ineffective, but that there is an
technology sector?18 China’s “state revisionist” political overreliance on university research which “tends to be
economic system remains centered around the state as curiosity driven rather than mission-focused” and difthe most effective political force to achieve economic ficult to translate into “productivity-enhancing technidevelopment. The state must “effectively coordinate, cal progress.”23 As investors declare that R&D should
monitor, and discipline” a wide array of economic ac- be “no more than a hobby” and stock markets likely
tors to correct for market failures like underinvestment undervalue the positive externalities research labs proin strategic R&D. This is no easy task. For every indus- duce, America’s large corporations have cut down on
try where a company like Huawei is groomed to be truly research and development activities.24 Though Americompetitive on a global scale, there are likely many oth- can innovation continues to produce the world’s largest
ers that Chinese institutions have constrained and dis- companies by market capitalization and lead in unitorted.19 Though China is no longer following the steps versity research in basic science, the result is a loss of
of the United States in some industries, China will need US leadership in manufacturing, applied research, and
to resolve this internal tension before wresting leader- “downstream process innovation.”25
ship from the United States in a majority of emerging
technologies.
Evaluating China’s Telecommunications Advantage
The current global race to deploy fifth generation
telecommunications networks (5G) is one of the most
Changing Dynamics Within the United States
The United States is facing its own challenges in evolv- recognizable issues in the technological race between
ing innovation policy on the other side of the Pacific. US China and the United States. A key emerging technoltechnological dominance and accompanying economic ogy in the fourth industrial revolution, the first mover
success were by no means independent of state inter- in this technology will dominate both standard-setting
vention, instead driven by a state which “proactively and the global supply chain.26 In 5G, China appears to
creates strategy around a new high growth area before be in the lead, not the United States. It is projected that
the potential is understood by the business communi- China will have installed nearly 690,000 5G base staBerkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021
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tions by the end of 2020 compared to only 50,000 in
the United States. China also has more 5G subscribers
per capita, more 5G smartphones for sale, and cheaper
5G smartphones on the market.27 If progress is defined
by network development, China certainly has the
lead.28 State involvement and the unique attributes of
Chinese-style innovation must be given at least some
credit in this development, as “the heavy hand of Beijing” sets ambitious targets for its domestic companies
Huawei and ZTE, which have been given most of the
development work, leading to a “more uniform version of 5G… with more consistent speeds” compared
to the United States.29

ing its technological leadership as China is a “different
type of challenger that is able to mobilize economic
capacities that rival the United States.”33 For better or
for worse, its authoritarian state is extremely capable
in directing industry activity and clearing regulatory
hurdles not just in 5G, but in quantum computing,
digital currencies, and other emerging technologies.
Current initiatives to slow Chinese technology transfer are a good first step, but will not be as effective as
“outpacing, outinnovating, and outcompeting China.”34 For now, China and the United States appear to
be leading in their respective innovative strengths, and
Chinese-style innovation continues to face significant
structural and domestic pressures. It is not guaranteed
Much of the public narrative is quick to point out that this balance will hold as the United States faces
how “U.S. government leaders and the private sector challenges of its own. Innovation policy must not be
have been slowed by local and federal bureaucracies, overlooked as technological development is a “source
restrictive and outdated regulations, and scarcity of of strength for continuous development of human soavailable commercial spectrum”30, though the jury is ciety and is an important scale for measuring the constill out when considering other metrics for leader- tribution of a country to the world.”35
ship in 5G deployment. When counting “commercial
service in any form”,31 the United States is in front of Our current understanding of US challenges in innoChina with AT&T and Verizon beginning to roll out 5G vation and deindustrialization along with the approservices in 2018 while Chinese operators did not plan priate policy solutions are too “thin on the ground”,
on selling 5G services until 2020. China’s extensive net- ending at either the vague solution of education or
work is also slower than several countries, and phones “tax cuts… as the cure-all for whatever is ailing Amerifrequently ping-pong between 4G and 5G networks.32 ca.”36 To win in this arena of great power competition,
China will likely maintain its lead in certain segments policymakers in the United States must renew the
of the value chain while the United States continues to state’s historical commitment to directing the “broad
be the primary developer of novel software and appli- direction [of innovation]… aimed at basic research
cations enabled by this technology.
and the enhancement of manufacturing capacity rather than at final product development.”37 The state can
create “research consortia that bring together private
firms to reduce duplication and increase economies of
scale by collaborating on early-stage research.”38 It is
not limited to “picking winners in industrial competition” and can serve as an intermediary balancing the
capabilities of industry and academia, improving “the
environment for innovators by offering risk capital, removing regulatory barriers, and providing resources
for small businesses that lack the skills to turn ideas
into new products or services.”39 The United States
does not have to choose within a false dichotomy of
state direction or public innovation; the two go hand
Graphics Credit: Openclipart and Clipart Library
in hand. Whichever global power, China or America,
pursues this synthesis and strikes the most effective
balance will likely emerge on top.
Prospects for the Future
America faces an unprecedented challenge in preservBerkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021
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WHY AREN’T WE CHATTING?

ANALYZING THE SUBTANTIVE AND STRATEGIC MOTIVATIONS BEHIND THE US WECHAT BAN
By Gavin Zhao, BASC Research Assistant

I

f you have been living in the United States for the
past five years, you would be forgiven for not knowing about the Chinese social networking and lifestyle platform WeChat. The app has become a household name in China but only has a small userbase in the
United States. That is until August 6, 2020, when President Trump signed an executive order banning the application’s continued usage in the United States.1 However, a federal injunction
halted the order from taking
effect in late September on
the grounds of free speech
protection for communication on WeChat’s social media platform.2 With the ban at
the mercy of the US judiciary, there is now speculation
about the US government’s
motivations for its policy.

heavily integrated digital and physical ecosystem that is
almost inescapable in Chinese life.

However, WeChat is struggling to gain popularity outside of China. Despite a heavy advertising campaign,
WeChat has yet to break the strong domestic market
control held by American social media monolith Facebook and its own messaging applications, Messenger
and WhatsApp.6 As a result,
WeChat’s international expansion in the United States has
been mainly targeted towards
two groups, Chinese tourists
and the Chinese American
population. Some merchants
in heavily trafficked travel destinations have adopted the
WeChat Pay system for convenient transactions with Chinese tourists, but WeChat has
WeChat is one of China’s
yet to make its payment funclargest internet platforms,
tionality available to US users.7
third only to other technolIn the Chinese American comogy giants Baidu and Almunity, WeChat is primarily
ibaba. At its start in 2011,
used as a means of communiWeChat had almost fifty milcating with friends and family
lion monthly active users; in
from across the Pacific.8 Be2018, that number increased
cause of China’s Great Firewall,
3
Graphics
Credit:
China
Channel
(WeChat
Logo)
to over one billion. FurtherWeChat remains one of the few
more, WeChat’s services have expanded beyond its orig- social media applications available for cross communiinally intended instant messaging functions to become cation between the Unites States and China.9 However,
an all-encompassing social media network and lifestyle the interconnectedness between US and Chinese users
platform. The WeChat Pay digital payment system al- in WeChat’s US operations introduces a concern regardlows users to complete real-world transactions using ing the app’s handling of sensitive information.
only their smartphones and a scannable QR code, bypassing the need for traditional methods of transaction.4 The US government’s crackdown on WeChat’s domestic
New third-party applications allow users to make travel usage is born out of both a substantive concern for its
reservations, order takeout, hail a taxi, read the news, own national security as well as strategic positioning to
and even engage with government services using only be a leader in emerging 5G telecommunication regulatheir WeChat accounts. It is now estimated that an av- tion. In the following sections, I evaluate the substantive
erage user will engage with WeChat and its related ser- and strategic elements of three primary motivations for
vices up to eleven separate times per day.5 As a result, the WeChat ban, including: digital privacy, censorship,
WeChat’s growth and expanded functionality creates a and data management standards. Some motivations,
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like digital privacy and censorship, are primarily founded on a substantive concern for the protection of US
WeChat users, while other motivations like standard
setting are mostly based on more strategic concerns
in the greater US-China competitive landscape. I conclude the article with implications for future trends in
US-Chinese competition.
Digital Privacy on WeChat
One of the foremost motivations driving the proposed
WeChat ban in the United States was the concern for
potential data privacy violations and the private information collected on the app. China does not have a
well-established cybersecurity regime nor does it have
a history of protecting the private data of its citizens.10
On an international scale, this lack of strong institutional privacy commitments and weak regulatory landscape raises concerns about the safety of Chinese data
management practices when handling cross-border
data flows.
Most of these concerns are based on China’s prioritization of its data localization policy as a means of cybersecurity and national security protection. This policy
was codified in the National People’s Congress’ 2017 Cybersecurity Law which stipulates that “critical information operators … store [data] within mainland China.”11
The policy creates a gatekeeping effect which requires
international firms to comply with Chinese data mandates in order to access its domestic markets. To maintain their presence in Chinese markets, US technology
companies like Apple, LinkedIn, and Airbnb have all
complied with Chinese regulations and now store Chinese data on servers located within China’s national
borders.12 As a result, this policy shifts the ownership of
private data from the firm or the individual to the Chinese government.

age mechanisms and vulnerable to bad faith actors as a
result of China’s insistence on pursuing a policy of data
localization. Thus, the US government has a substantial
concern regarding the safety of its domestic WeChat users’ data that may be localized on Chinese servers.
Furthermore, the Cybersecurity Law continues the Chinese government’s trend of increasing its involvement
in its emerging telecommunications industry. China’s
2017 National Intelligence Law requires Chinese individuals and firms to “cooperate with state intelligence
work according to law,” further complicating the relationship between firms and the state in China.16 As a result, data localization policies in China have increased
the levels of scrutiny for Chinese technology firms operating overseas and in America. Data collected by these
firms is stored on Chinese serves and now can be easily
intercepted by the Chinese government. For WeChat
users, this includes personal identification, “electronic network activity,” and “thermal, olfactory, or similar
information,” according to the California Privacy Act
addendum of WeChat’s privacy policy.17 These identifiers pose both a privacy risk to the individual user and a
potential national security risk to the US government.

However, at least in the case of WeChat, data localization and privacy concerns seem to be offset through two
different WeChat operating systems— one for Chinese
citizens and one specifically designed for international users. Users are differentiated by their phone numbers, subject to two different privacy policies, and given
two different user interfaces, Weixin (
) for Chinese
accounts and WeChat for foreign accounts. Data flows
from international users are routed through servers in
Canada or Hong Kong， while domestic information is
stored within China’s own data systems.18 Still, WeChat’s
privacy policy does not outline protocols for information flows between Chinese and international users—
Although China’s internet data industry increased by which accounts for the majority of WeChat’s usage in
32.4% with the construction of over 437 new data cen- America— nor the data transferred using WeChat’s digters after 2017,13 in practice data localization introduc- ital payment services. Furthermore, the Weixin operates new heightened security risks in the data collection ing system remains in place for users that register with
process. These policies require data to be stored in a a Chinese phone number at any time throughout their
physical location on a smaller number of servers with- account duration.19 This means that data from Chinese
in a country’s borders, often under a single security registered users using the app in the United States will
system.14 Information stored in this manner is less dis- still be routed to Chinese servers.
persed and more susceptible to cyberattacks at its physical terminals.15 Personal data from users of Chinese Digital privacy is a primarily substantive concern for
internet applications may be subject to less secure stor- the US ban on WeChat because of China’s data localizaBerkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021
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tion laws and the vulnerabilities they introduce. Morevoer, a byproduct of localization allows China to place
access restrictions on information exchanged through
cross-border data flows. This introduces another host of
vulnerabilities— notably censorship concerns— to the
US government.

Information Censorship
The potential information censorship on WeChat’s social media platform is the second concern addressed in
the executive order banning WeChat. In practice, this
allows the Chinese government to moderate the discourse that appears on the WeChat platform, regardless
of where the information originates from. WeChat’s censorship raises substantial security concerns for the US
about foreign influence and potential disinformation
affecting the app’s US users.
WeChat’s censorship program leverages a variety of
methods that limit the free flow of information on the
site. A 2016 study by the University of Toronto’s Citizen
Lab found that 174 keywords triggered WeChat’s internal
censorship mechanism out of the 26,821 tested.20 Each
time the mechanism was enacted, it resulted in messages that failed to display on the receivers’ device and often led to further restrictions on the senders’ account.
More recently, 2,174 keywords relating to the coronavirus
and the Chinese government’s response alone were also
revealed to trigger WeChat’s censorship mechanism.21
While this censorship is primarily targeted towards domestic Chinese users, it remains prevalent in cross-border communications between users in the United States
and China and for all users whose accounts are registered with a Chinese phone number.

potential threat that information received by a proportion of its population may be prefiltered and screened by
a sovereign foreign entity. The majority of WeChat’s user
base in the United States comes from the Chinese American community, many of whom are recent immigrants
or first-generation citizens with strong ties to friends
and family in Mainland China. Recent immigrants still
using accounts tied to Chinese phone numbers or engaging in regular communication in China will still be
subject to Weixin’s censorship mechanisms.
Thus, the potential censorship by a sovereign foreign
entity is another primarily substantive concern behind
the US WeChat ban. Furthermore, the treatment of information and data, as discussed in the previous section,
represents a point of divergence in data management
norms between the United States and China. This divergence also catalyzes some more strategic motivations
behind the US ban.

International Data Standards
Finally, the WeChat ban is also the US government’s attempt to contain the spread of Chinese internet practices and, in the absence of any overarching standardization regimes or consensus, establish its own set of norms
governing the handling of cross-border data flows. The
US Department of State launched its “Clean Network
program” in tandem with the WeChat ban on August
5, 2020, signaling its commitment to protect privacy, cybersecurity, and the free flow of cross-border data in the
wake of emerging 5G communications technologies.24
This program draws on the security concerns outlined
above but is most clearly understood as a strategic method of gaining support for US data management practices in the international community.

As a result, numerous international users have shared
stories of their accounts being suspended or messages
intercepted on the app. Users in the United States and
Canada reported that messages regarding the coronavirus sent through WeChat failed to be received by relatives in the mainland in February 2020.22 WeChat also
shut down the account of a Chinese American who used
the application to express pro-democracy views after the
2019 elections in Hong Kong.23 Thus, these filters effectively extend China’s Great Firewall and allow the country to control the discourse on its internet platforms beyond their physical borders.

In its official announcement, the US government clearly
designates the Chinese Communist Party as a “malign”
actor and targets its policies against the proliferation of
Chinese firms in the US market.25 The program was developed alongside the EU’s 5G Clean Toolbox and has
already gained international support from a majority of
EU, NATO, and OPEC states.26 This language draws comparisons to strategic Cold War era concerns about Soviet state surveillance mechanisms and US containment
policies.27 Now, in the face of China’s Cybersecurity and
National Intelligence Acts, the United States is building
a coalition of similarly aligned states to combat China’s
For the US government, information censorship poses a rising dominance in the 5G industry and the perceived
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threat of Chinese interference in internet communications.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the proposed WeChat ban in the United States is motivated by a combination of substantive
In response to the US Clean Network, Chinese foreign security concerns and strategic competitive advantages.
minister Wang Yi announced the development of Chi- WeChat’s privacy policies and China’s related practice
na’s own “Global Initiative on Data Security.”28 The pol- of data localization create vulnerabilities for US users’
icy is China’s answer to perceived aggression from the digital privacy and allows content moderation on the
United States29 and an attempt to assert its own alter- WeChat platform. These are the underlying substantial
native view for global cybersecurity regulation. Central concerns addressed in the US ban. However, the ban is
to China’s initiative is the recognition of each country’s also situated in a larger context of 5G telecommunicasovereignty over their own data management. It is born tions standards and a part of the United States’ larger
out of similar strategic concerns to the US program, strategic motivations to build international consensus
highlighting the ideological and competitive nature of against China’s current data management practices.
legitimate data management standards development.
Analytically organizing these motivations into substanHowever, China will face challenges in the implemen- tial versus strategic concerns provides a useful frametation of its Global Initiative due to its lack of prior cy- work to understand the future competitive relationship
bersecurity commitments and the growing fears among between the United States and China, particularly in
the international community of China’s techno-nation- the emerging technological sector. The observed inalist internet regime. Currently, China is not party to terstate competition is likely to produce a bifurcation
any international cybersecurity agreements, and the in the international telecommunications market due
country has had a spotty record protecting the priva- to both real substantive security concerns and stratecy of cross-border data transferred within its national gic positioning in the international community. Thus,
borders. China declined to join APEC’s Cross Border the future of this market will likely be mediated by the
Privacy Rules in 2011, citing concerns that US insistence broader characteristics of the US-China relationship.
on open cross-border data flows would threaten Chi- This has direct implications for firm strategies; firms
na’s national security.30 While China has negotiated its may either hedge themselves firmly on one side or try
ascension into the Regional Comprehensive Economic to avoid conflict by following the trend of bifurcation
Partnership (RCEP) with other states in the Asia-Pacific witnessed with WeChat’s divided privacy policy. Howregion, the parties have hit a roadblock with regard to ever, to successfully establish this middle ground route,
the issue of data sovereignty.31 This highlights the de- firms should be more open in their operations to avoid
gree of contention within the international community triggering another state’s substantive security concerns.
over China’s data localization policies and has implications for China’s goals of cementing its preferred model
of data standards as a global norm.
Furthermore, the complications in China’s international negotiations also highlight the strategic first mover
advantages the United States gained after announcement of its Clean Network program. The Clean Network
is its attempt to capitalize on the lack of international
consensus and to emerge as a leader in the field of global data management standards. The joint declaration
of the program with the WeChat ban signals the US
commitment to the ideology of free cross-border data
flows. It uses the substantial concerns of digital privacy
and censorship raised through WeChat’s operations as
a bargaining piece to gain support from other states.
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VOTING WITH YOUR DOLLARS:

THE BUSINESS OF ARTICULATING POLITICAL IDENTITY IN HONG KONG
By Ian Wong, BASC Research Assistant

Graphics Credit: South China Morning Post

I

This time, protestors are linking politics and daily life in
a manner that has moved beyond mere calls for political autonomy and into broader assertions of Hong Kong
identity. In response to the extradition bill, pro-democracy activists fostered the Yellow Economic Circle (YEC)
in an attempt to create their own economic community
inclusive of stores that agree with the protest principles.2
Specifically, small to medium size enterprises from a
range of industries and sectors have informally banded
together to make up the YEC.3 A “yellow” label signals
that the establishment’s owners share democratic values
and stand with protestors, while a “blue” label signals
that the establishment’s owners stand with the police
and are more pro-Beijing. While protestors have created
this grassroots initiative to sustain local businesses, the
relationship is in fact a two-way street. For example, certain yellow stores were known to provide free meals for
student protestors at the height of the protest movement
and for participating in city-wide general strikes.4

n 2019, the Hong Kong government introduced the
Fugitive Offenders and Mutual Legal Assistance
in Criminal Matters Legislation that would allow
the transfer of fugitives from Hong Kong to Mainland
China. Opponents of the government quickly criticized
the legislation, arguing that this extradition bill would
open up the city to the influence of Mainland Chinese
law, putting political fugitives in Hong Kong at risk.
Opposition towards the bill quickly ballooned, with
demonstration and march attendance estimates in the
millions.1 As time passed, the protests morphed beyond
resistance to the singular piece of legislation and into
broader pushback against increasing encroachment on
the city’s autonomy by Mainland China perceived in issues surrounding police brutality and universal suffrage
in elections. These protests are still ongoing and continue the larger trend of protests in the post-1997 handover
era that includes the 2003 National Security Bill opposition protests, the 2012 anti-national education protest,
and 2014 Occupy Central.
This symbiotic relationship speaks directly to the city’s
political economy. An oligopoly of tycoons dominates
Like each wave of protests before it, the current move- Hong Kong’s market through large conglomerates that
ment has developed a new set of tactics and symbols. develop and sell almost all consumer goods from superBerkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021
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market products to real estate.5 These tycoons by and
large align themselves with the Mainland Chinese government or succumb to its influence. For instance, the
chief executive of Hong Kong-based Cathay Pacific was
forced to resign due to Chinese pressure after some of
the airline’s staff were found to have participated in the
demonstrations against the extradition bill.6 In many
pro-democracy protestors’ minds, patronizing chain
stores that are largely owned by tycoon families is the
same as supporting the city’s pro-establishment wing,
which would run counter to their political ideals. Such
was the case for restaurant chain Maxim’s, which owns
popular franchises like Starbucks and Genki Sushi.
The daughter of the company’s co-founder, Annie Wu,
denounced the protests, leading protestors to both boycott and in some cases, vandalize, the restaurants under
Maxim’s umbrella.7 But the YEC was not designed to
disrupt and out-compete conglomerates and multinational companies as much as it was to assert the idea of
self-sufficiency.

Against this backdrop, the YEC was widely popular in
its early stages. Apps like Whatsgap (not to be confused
with the messaging app Whatsapp) and Instagram accounts like HKShoplist were set up to identify the color,
and hence political leaning, of various establishments.10
It was common to see pro-democracy leaning residents
posting receipts of their purchases at yellow stores. The
concept had wide buy-in from across industries too,
with participating stores ranging from restaurants to fitness studios.11 But such early success quickly drew the
state’s ire. In December 2019, the Hong Kong Commerce
and Economic Development Secretary, Edward Yau,
criticized the YEC, saying that he saw no way for it to
survive and stating that no economy can decide who it
wants to include or exclude.12 Shortly thereafter, Google
gave into state pressure and removed Whatsgap from
the Play Store in January 2020, citing a policy against
apps that “capitalise on serious ongoing conflicts or
tragedies.”13 For its part, the Beijing representative office in Hong Kong slammed the YEC for creating social
rifts and disrupting market order in response to proIn the context of the YEC, self-sufficiency is a rejec- test activity over the course of May 2020’s International
tion of increased mainlandization and by extension Labor Day holiday.14 During this Golden Week period,
conglomerates that are seen as pro-establishment or when Mainland tourists typically come to Hong Kong
pro-Beijing. Over the past years, Mainland China has to buy consumer goods, Hong Kong residents poured
been attempting to consolidate its power base, especial- into yellow establishments, netting the 2,305 participatly in regard to Hong Kong. In 2015, Hong Kong book- ing stores an estimated HK$100 million (approximately
store owners who sold political books deemed sensi- US$12.9 million).15
tive in the Mainland were kidnapped and detained in
Guangdong, right across the border from Hong Kong.8 Beijing’s concerns over the protest activity ultimately
In 2018, a high-speed rail link connecting Hong Kong translated into its passage of the Hong Kong Nationand the rest of Mainland China was launched. Chinese al Security Law in June 2020. The law prohibits what
authorities were able to operate at a joint checkpoint at Mainland China describes as secession, subversion, terthe station, marking the first time Chinese criminal law rorism, and collusion with foreign forces.16 Accordingly,
was enforced in Hong Kong territory.9 Amidst these de- the Hong Kong government also stated that popular
velopments, the YEC and the protest movement behind protest slogans that were featured prominently in many
it are largely a response to what protestors see as in- yellow stores were illegal. Due to the law’s purposefully
creased encroachment on the city’s promised semi-au- vague language, many YEC store owners were left untonomy by an increasingly aggressive Mainland China. aware of what was allowed or was now illegal, forcing
That semi-autonomy is fundamental to Hong Kong’s them to take extra precautions. Many YEC stores took
position as a cosmopolitan, global financial center. down their collections of post-it notes with protest mesViewed through this lens, protestors’ rejection of larger sages left by previous customers commonly referred to
companies in the name of self-sufficiency does not sig- as “Lennon Walls.”17 In addition, online platforms to
nify a broader rejection of the larger global economy; identify store colors like “Eat With You” were deactivatit is instead an embrace of Hong Kong’s global identity ed.18 In the shadow of the global pandemic, the Hong
and a push to preserve the nature of the city to which Kong government has also been accused by some for sethat identity is inherently linked through de-mainlan- lectively enforcing COVID-19 social distancing policies
dization and protection of the rule of law.
on yellow stores in an attempt to sabotage the YEC.19
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Indeed, the passage of the National Security Law and
the enforcement of social distancing policies are natural inflection points in the YEC narrative, where the
definition of self-sufficiency has morphed from simple
calls for de-mainlandization to a more active attempt
at identity articulation. Prior to the National Security
Law, protestors were by and large able to protest on the
streets and chant various slogans that advocated Hong
Kong independence. To be sure, doing so came with
consequences. From 9 June 2019 up until 8 September
2020, a total of 10,016 people were arrested, with 22% of
those arrested being charged.20 However, being arrested and charged for violating the newly passed-National
Security Law comes at a much higher cost. Breaking the
law can incur maximum penalties of life imprisonment,
with the possibility of offenders being charged under the Mainland Chinese criminal justice system and
Mainland law.21 This law does not just apply to offenses committed in Hong Kong either. The wording of the
law asserts jurisdiction over everyone, regardless of na-

ulations on China’s National Day (1 October 2020).23 In
tandem, these two inflection points have effectively shut
down opportunities for protestors to engage in overt political demonstrations, thereby forcing them to tactically
innovate.
The YEC remains well-suited for this enterprise, with
its primary tactical innovation coming through the creation of new spaces for dissent that integrate politics
with daily life. Banded together only through informal
means without any leaders or official structure, the YEC
is still a slippery figure for the government to attack as
the ostensibly mundane decisions of protestors reflect
more salient forms of protest identity. Yet the implications of patronizing a yellow store are no longer the
same as they were before the inflection points. In the
past, pro-democracy protestors could identify with each
other by participating in large-scale protests and writing
post-it notes on yellow store walls. Deprived of an easy
way to mark their participation in a group due to the

“Protestors have now been forced to articulate what
being part of the pro-democracy protest actually entails through their daily life, and by extension, their
patronage of yellow stores... Though protestors are
united by what they are not (i.e. not part of Mainland
China), they lack any positive form for what they are.
As overt protests have been shut down, the YEC has
emerged as a conduit for identity construction.”
tionality and whether offenders have ever been to Hong
Kong. Thus, the implementation of the law ensured that
the frequency of overt protest, both in Hong Kong and
abroad, was severely curbed. Unsurprisingly, large companies have also thrown their weight behind the law.
Upon the introduction of the National Security Law in
2020, HSBC bowed to pressure and signed a petition
supporting the legislation.22 Meanwhile, the Hong Kong
government has used implementation of social distancing rules under the rationale of curbing COVID-19 to
stop protests from occurring. For instance, 20 protestors
were given penalties for defying social-distancing regBerkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021

banning of both overt protest and protest slogans that
demonstrate their displeasure with perceived mainlandization of their home, protestors have now been forced
to articulate what being part of the pro-democracy protest actually entails through their daily life, and by extension, their patronage of yellow stores.
Such a framework for understanding consumer choices is not entirely new. Rachel Kranton has advanced the
concept of Identity Economics where she argues that
economic outcomes can be analyzed by looking at people’s identities, not monetary incentives, as the prima34
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ry motivation for choice. Kranton further posits that
social movements transform categories and identities,
reshaping consumer norms.24 Similarly, Caroline Heldman has shown how protest politics in the marketplace
have been successful throughout American history. By
marrying personal identity with consumption choices, she argues that women, black Americans, and the
LGBTQ community amongst others were able to enfranchise themselves in an environment that at the time
was highly oppressive.25

its own government and legal system. The increased
role that the YEC is playing challenges that storyline.
Calls for Hong Kong independence are not a completely new phenomenon. However, increased state repression and effective bans on large-scale protests have led
to new protest tactics, which in turn has forced Hong
Kong people to reflect on what they stand for, both in
overtly political realms and more perfunctory aspects
of their life. If the recent phenomenon of the YEC and
the subsequent rise of the Milk Tea Alliance are any
indicator, more protestors are seeing themselves as a
Yet while Kranton and Heldman provide a clear road- distinct entity from their Mainland Chinese countermap for how identity can be weaponized in the mar- parts, capable of, and legitimately engaging with, othketplace as a form of protest, neither speaks to how this er regions that see themselves as autonomous political
identity is cultivated when no specific identity is readily units.
available to be co-opted. Such is the case for Hong Kong
pro-democracy activists. Though protestors are united A key part of Mainland China’s quest for power consoliby what they are not (i.e. not part of Mainland China), dation in the age of global superpower competition has
they lack any positive form for what they are. As overt been focused on Hong Kong. However, the recent proprotests have been shut down, the YEC has emerged as tests viewed through the Yellow Economic Circle suga conduit for identity construction.
gests that the tools used by the Hong Kong government,
and by extension, the Mainland Chinese government,
Signs of identity articulation can already be seen. In may have actually bred a new wave of contestation
interviews with yellow store owners, some have ques- through the politicization of mundane areas of daily
tioned what a Hong Kong identity looks like overseas. life. In the face of heightened state repression under
“There are many China towns around the world, so can the banner of Mainland China’s power consolidation,
there be a Hong Kong town in the future?” one shop protest resistance has risen such that nostalgic calls for
owner asks.26 Other shop owners have begun talking a return to the past have been scrapped in favor of a reabout holding a trade exhibition at the Taiwan Cham- imagination of the vast possibilities that might become.
ber of Commerce.27 There has also been an uptick in
YEC stores selling milk tea, a nod to the Milk Tea Alliance.28 The Milk Tea Alliance is an online movement of
pro-democracy solidarity amongst protestors in Hong
Kong, Thailand, and Taiwan. In this example, a shared
cultural drink amongst the three regions is highlighted as a way to call out similarities amongst distinct cultures. While difficult to quantify and gauge, diffusing
politics into daily life practices suggests that the YEC
is allowing protestors to not only identify themselves
by the anti-Mainlandization groups that they are in
but also focus their imaginations on the possibilities of
what a shared community might look like and how it
will affect the way they conduct themselves in daily life.
What does this all mean though? A typical narrative
used to describe the 2019-2020 protests has been that
pro-democracy protestors simply want a return to the
“One Country, Two Systems,” framework that promised
Hong Kong a high degree of autonomy, complete with
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PRIME MINISTER SUGA’S NEW OPPORTUNITY FOR STRUCTURAL REFORM
UPON INHERITING A TROUBLED ECONNOMY
By Michelle Lee, BASC Research Assistant

E

conomic shocks are not new to Japan. The country has experienced an unfortunate number of
economic crises, including its real estate crisis
in the early 1990s, the Asian Financial Crisis in 1997,
the global financial crisis in 2008, and a fatal earthquake and tsunami in March 2011 that battered Japan’s
economy.1 Each time, Japan’s government was able
to mitigate the damage through heavy government
spending and stimulus, but doing so has incurred a
national debt that is over 245 percent of its GDP.2 With
the recent resignation of Prime Minister Shinzo Abe,
a new administration is left to deal with yet another
economic shock: the global coronavirus pandemic.
Yoshihide Suga, the newly elected Prime Minister of
Japan, has promised to generally carry over economic
policies from the previous administration and continue the government’s history of stimulus.3 However, the
situation may not be as simple as transplanting familiar policies onto the latest challenge. With the lingering effects of the coronavirus threatening to exacerbate
underlying contradictions in recent economic policy,
the nature that structural reforms should take as Japan rebuilds itself assume an even greater importance.
For these reasons, Suga is in a position to go beyond a
wholesale continuation of the past.
In struggling to fully reconcile classic economic
tradeoffs, “Abenomics” (as Former Prime Minister
Abe’s economic policies are popularly known) has
produced mixed results. First introduced in 2013 in
order to reverse deflationary pressures dating back to
the real estate shock and stock market bubble in the
early 1990s,4 Abenomics is noteworthy for its scale
and duration. Fiscal stimulus was first enacted in 2013
through a 20.2 trillion yen (USD 210 billion) spending
package comprising mostly of government spending.5
In tandem, Abe implemented an array of monetary
easing policies such as an asset purchase program and
expanded liquidity through quantitative easing.6 The
Bank of Japan (BOJ) purchased assets on a scale unmatched by any other country in the 2010s. By 2018,
the value of assets held by the BOJ exceeded 70 percent of national GDP; to provide a point of compariBerkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021

son, neither the US Federal Reserve nor the European
Central Bank held assets that surpassed 25 percent of
their respective economy’s GDP.7 Together, these monetary policies aimed at incentivizing economic activity have pushed interest rates below zero.8 But while
Abenomics enjoyed support from a large segment of
Japan’s population and brought the economy out of recession, the country’s inflation rate remained below its
target after years of heavy stimulus.9 Abe attempted to
cope with the staggering levels of government debt resulting from those years of heavy stimulus by increasing consumer taxes in the second half of 2019. Not only
has this measure attenuated the effects of fiscal expansion, but its implementation disastrously coincided
with the coronavirus-induced recession beginning in
2020.10 Meanwhile, it remains to be seen whether the
negative interest rates resulting from monetary easing
will have their intended effect of encouraging spending. As a relatively untested monetary tool, critics have
asserted that it will only lead to the hoarding of cash
and add to deflationary pressures.11
The arrival, and the extended effects, of the coronavirus threaten to exacerbate the Sisyphean struggle that
seems to have emerged under Abenomics. Indeed, the
virus’s persistent drag on domestic demand has caused
consumer spending and investment to plummet. A
combination of people’s incomes shrinking, low future
expectations, and consumption dramatically decreasing has triggered Japan’s deepest ever recession.12 This
situation is by no means unique to Japan. However,
when this downwards cycle is imposed on an already
depressed economy, the effects are far more severe.
Japan’s real GDP between April and June of 2020 decreased 41 trillion yen from the previous quarter.13 Low
consumer spending coupled with an inevitable increase in government spending to fund healthcare and
medical facilities is proving to be a significant problem
for the economy and is sending debt far beyond a sustainable level. Years of efforts to spur consumer spending and investment have been undermined by lockdown measures and instincts to save during a global
recession, so a wholesale continuation of the past may
36
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not be feasible. While many anticipate that Suga will resort to policies redolent of his predecessor in revitalizing
the economy, the inherent countercurrents within Abenomics offer him a reason to test out other mechanisms
while forging his own new legacy. All eyes are on Suga
and his administration to revive the economy with focus
on a new and emerging “Suganomics”.

demic, Suga has an opportunity to bring structural reform to the forefront of his policy initiatives. Even if fiscal
and monetary policies are largely carried over from Abe’s
administration, the broad scope of “structural reform” affords considerable policy discretion. The direction and
extent of structural reforms is up to Suga to decide, generating new expectations for the new administration.

In this regard, a promising springboard may be the other major tenant of Abenomics: structural reform. Abe
sought to address deeply rooted problems in the Japanese economy like the shrinking labor market and employment system with new labor regulations, a set of
reform policies aimed at curtailing business regulations,
corporate tax cuts, and initiatives to increase workplace
diversity. For example, Abe pushed legislation that requires corporations to appoint more women to higher
positions, arguing that raising women’s wages and status in the labor market would also increase fertility rates
(similar to the cases of Sweden and Denmark that have
both high female employment and fertility).14 Abe also
promised to spend 2 trillion yen (USD 17.6 billion) on
education and childcare in order to relieve the financial
burden of parenting and raise birthrates.15 The success of
these reforms was fairly limited, however, as Abe “procrastinated on structural reform for fear of losing political support.”16 In many cases, these reforms were also not
bold enough to change established labor market practices and culture. Although female employment rates
increased during his tenure17— which included the goal
of raising female employment from 69 to 73 percent by
2020— many Japanese women still talk about rampant
discrimination in the workplace that prevents them from
obtaining higher-paying jobs.18 Including more women into the corporate world by shattering conservative
norms would access untapped potential for increasing
Japan’s productivity and innovation. Similarly, remedying Japan’s declining birth rate is critical to securing its
future competitiveness. The country’s working age population contracted over 6 percent in the past decade, and
Japan could lose more than a third of its population over
the next 50 years.19 Frankly, these kinds of social and demographic issues are time-sensitive and require deeper
reform.

While Suga himself has indicated that there will be a high
degree of continuity, the underlying dilemmas that have
emerged from his predecessor’s aggressive expansionary
fiscal and monetary policies have been amplified by a
pandemic economy that features increased government
spending and reduced consumption. There are quite a
few decisions that Suga will have to make independently rather than merely repeat his predecessor’s footsteps.
The transition to a post-pandemic world is an appropriate time to enact structural reorienting in necessary parts
of Japan’s economy, and the resulting environment may
push Suga to pursue the enterprise with greater depth
and breadth. Although an administration change amidst
a pandemic may be unsettling in the short run, Suga may
in fact be able to take advantage of the strategic timing
and resolve the unanswered questions left from Abe’s administration.

Therefore, as leaders all over the world grapple with how
to “build back better” and the World Economic Forum
urges “The Great Reset” following the coronavirus panBerkeley APEC Study Center Newsletter Winter 2021
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